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Pride Announces

JUNE 2004

Pride Parade

and Picnic, Theme is "Show
Us Your Pride"
By Allen Cook
It may not be as big as in the
past, but there will be a Pride cel—
ebration in Memphis this year.
Mid—South Pride, the new orga—
nization charged with bringing
Pride events to Memphis and the
Mid—South area, announced the
schedule of events for Pride 2004,
following the dissolution of Mem—
phis Pride, Inc. last month. (See
additional story on page 5.)
This year there will notbe
a formal Pride Festival, but
the spirit of Pride will remain
—«———alive‘throughseveralevents
slated for late June.
.

Pride Parade 2004: This
year‘s Pride Parade will be
held on Sat., June 26. Line up
for the parade will begin at 3
p.m., and the parade will step off
at 4 p.m. The parade will start at
Peabody Park, located at S. Coo—
per and Higby.
The parade will proceed south
on S. Cooper passing the review
ing stand at the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center. The
parade will end in the parking lot
of First Congregational Church.
The late afternoon time was

chosen to avoid the heat of the
mid—day sun in late June. For the
"first time in many years, the date
of the parade more closely coin—
cides with the date of the Stone—
wall
Riots.
which _ are
commemorated by parades
around the country. The Stone—

wall Riots in 1969 were consid—
ered the birth of the modern gay—
rights movement.
Pride Parade 2004 Theme:
This years theme is "Show Us
Your Pride". With this theme
MSP is asking every entry to

show what your pride is. You de—
sign your floatto show your in—
dividual or group pride.
Pride Parade Reception:
MGLCC will host a reception af—
ter the parade. At this reception,
approximately 30 minutes after
the last parade entry passes the re—
viewing stand, the winner of this
year‘s parade will be announced.
Pride Parade Entry Forms:
Entry forms for this year‘s
pride parade are available at
the MGLCC, or online at the
Mid—South Pride Yahoo
grou, and the website. you
may also «
t us I
phone to request an entry
form as well. (Contact in—
formation is at the end of
the story on page 5.)
Pride Picnic 2004; Sun.,
June 27, Neshoba Unitarian
Church will be the host for this
year‘s Pride Picnic. The church is
located at 7350 Raleigh—LaGrange
Rd in Cordova This event will fea—
ture food, entertainment, and lots
of fun. Those attending are asked
bring a lawn chair, a blanket,
frisbee, football, etc, and join oth— .
ers for a Sunday afternoon of food
and fun.

House Approves Anti—gay—marriag
e
Constitutional Amendment
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The House of Representatives
voted 86—5 May 6 for a constitu—
tional amendment that would pro—
hibit gay marriages in Tennessee.
The amendment by Rep. Bill
Dunn, R—Knoxville, was approved
with no discussion.
f
The change would insert into the
Tennessee Constitution the defini—
tion of marriage that already exists
in state law. That law says marriage
is a union between one man and
one woman and that any other type
of arrangement that may be recog—
nized in another state or nation as
a marriage would not be recognized
in Tennessee.
.

In presenting the amendment,
Dunn acknowledged he "got a late
start" because "I spent a lot of time
thinking aboutit. I wanted to make
sure I was doing the right thing and
doing it for the right reasons."
He said that even though he
hesitated to bring the amendment,
he felt his hand was forced by the
state Supreme Court.
"Our Supreme Court has not
hesitated to legislate from the
bench," he said. "Therefore this is
needed to uphold the will of the
people and the Legislature."
The amendmentstill has a ways
to go because the Constitution
spells out a complex process for

passing amendments.
The resolution must be read
three times in the Senate before the
Legislature adjourns.
It then has to be read three times
in each house during the next two—
year General Assembly, which be—
gins in January. On the third
reading it must be approved by a
two—thirds vote in each chamber.
If that happens, it would go be—
fore the voters for adoption or re—
jection in the 2006 general election.
To pass, it must be approved by the
number of voters equal to a major—
ity of ballots cast in the gubernato—
rial election that year.

Hundreds Celebrate
‘Gay Day‘ In Rhea County
By Bill Poovey
Associated Press Writer

holding hands joined heterosexual
couples at the park in the town of
6,200 people.

DAYTON, Tenn. (AP) — More
Russ and Jennifer Bridges of
than 400 people turned out May 8 Ringgold, Ga., sat listening to
ac—
for a Rhea County Gay Day cel— tivists speak.
ebration prompted by the county
"I‘m not gay," Russ Bridges
commission‘s vote to ban homg— said. "It‘s all about humans getting
sexuals and have them arrested for together for a common cause."
"crimes against nature."
No county commissioners at—
That commission vote in March, tended gay day or the demonst
ra—
although reversed two days later, tion against homosexuality.
changed Diana Cunningham‘s life.
Although commissioner J.C.
"It enraged me. That meant they Fugate clearly explained his
mo—
were going to ban me," tion to ban gays in March,
mem—.
e DCIS Of he panel have si
Cunningham, of nearby Spring
City, said the gay day gathering al—
lowed her to "go one step further
in admitting who I am," after
knowing for more than 30 years
that she is a lesbian. —
:
"I am not ashamed of it," said
Cunningham, 48, a former bank
employee who is now disabled. "I
don‘t want to harm anybody. I just
want the same freedoms everybody
has."
A Friday demonstration May 7
against homosexuality in Dayton
included preaching on the lawn of
the courthouse where a jury in 1925
convicted John Scopes for teach—
ing evolution. The verdict was re—
versed on a technicality. The trial
became the subject of the play and
movie Inherit the Wind.
On May 8, same—sex couples

Text of the

C

OUP

Wa

only to sh w support for state law—
makers banning same—sex mar—
riages.

;

More than 40 law enforcement
officers provided security at the
event in the rural community about
35 miles north of Chattanooga.
Police Chief Kenneth Walker said
two anti—gay demonstrators were
arrested at the park entrance on
charges of disorderly conduct and
interfering with a special event
when they refused his order to
leave.
Walker said they were among a
group of about 10 "out—of—towners
coming in here wanting to cause
trouble."

®

Rhea County Sheriff Mike Neal
said four more people were arrested
on drug charges as the event was
wrapping up.

Proposed

Tennessee Amendment to
Ban

Gay

Marriage

The historical institution and legal contract solemnizing the re—
lationship of one man and one woman shall be the only legally
recognized marital contract in this state. Any policy or law or
judi—
cial interpretation, purporting to define marriage as anything other
than the historical institution and legal contract between one man
and one woman, is contrary to the public policy of this state and
shall be void and unenforceable in Tennessee. If another state or
foreign jurisdiction issues a license for persons to marry and if
such marriage is prohibited in this state by the provisions of this
section, then the marriage shall be void and unenforceable in
this
state.
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edjtorials,commentaries
and letters are those of

Scho9!
3!
counselors in
grades K—12

thoughtit might
the authors.
with agents
be helpful to have
sy
:
from
Colombian and Jamaican drug
a copy. So I asked a friend of
mine, who recently obtained a
cartels;
(4) bulldoze all houses of wor—
copy of the Homosexual Agenda
directly from the Head Homo—
ship;
(5) secure total control of the
sexual if he would send me a copy.
He did and now I am sharing it
internet and all mass media;
(6) be fabulous.
f
with all of you.
2:30 p.m.
Mud mask and
I certainly hope it will assist
you so that you will be prepared
forty winks of beauty rest to pre—
the next time someone accuses
vent facial wrinkles from the
you of pursuing the Homosexual
stress of world conquest
4:00 p.m.
Cocktails
Agenda.
6:00 p.m. Light Dinner (soup,
The Homosexual Agenda
salad with romaine, radicchio, aru—
6:00 a.m. Gym
gula, and balsamic vinaigrette
8:00 a.m. Breakfast (oatmeal,
dressing, and Pouilly Fuisse)
egg whites and mimosas)
8:00 p.m.
Theatre
9:00 a.m. Hair appointment
10:30 p.m. Moisturize / exfo—
10:00 a.m. Shopping (prefer—
liate
ably at Nordstrom‘s or Ikea)
11:00 p.m. "Do a little dance,
12:00 p.m. Brunch
make a little love, get down to—
2:00 p.m.
(1) assume com—
night!"
plete control of the Canadian and
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all so concerned

American Federal, state/provin—
cial, and local governments, as
well as all other forms of world
government;
>
(2) destroy all healthy hetero—
sexual mar—
riages;
(3) replace
Opinions expressed in
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Many of you have heard Dr.
Laura, Pat Robertson, Jerry
Falwell and others speak of the
"Homosexual Agenda," but no
one has ever actually seen a copy
of it.
f
Since they are
.
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.»The Triangle Journal News welcomes lettersfrom its readers. Letters should be be as
e, short as reasonable and typed ifpossible. Although names may be withheld on request,
all letters should be signed and include a phone number for verification. Anonymous
letters will not be printed. All letters are subject to editing for spelling, punctuation and
grammar. However, every effort will be made to maintain the original intent ofthe writer._
Letters should be mailed to:
Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485
orfaxed to (901) 454—1411.
\
is MgmphisTJN@aql.com.
address
Our e—mail
and scandal. It is a tribute to the the 2000campaign, he implies that
Kudos to MGLCC _
idea that MGLCC is a good and this was the work of the Memphis
This is not a complaint, I feel it viable
that it has continued Log Cabin Republicans, which did
is high time for some commenda— over 10entity
years now and is continu— not form until August 2003. I won—
tion.
to provide space and organize der how he knows the harassers
During the setting up of the li— ing
programs
to benefit members of the were Republicans. (Another as—
brary and archive I was going GLBT community.
sumption?)
f
‘
through the records of the Center
Jim casually uses the adjectives
It
was
said
in
ancient
Rome
(you
and found several letters (includ— will have to work out which Pliny "Uncle Tom" in describing Repub—
ing, I believe, one I sent) from of—
"Pity the poor civil servant, licans. Perhaps he is in denial that
ficers and board members ithewas),
works
himself to death and no— the southern Democrats were
resigning for one reason or another. body thanks
Well, we against civil rights [for blacks] in
This has been a circumstance with should, and I do.him."
Having
been there the 1960s, or that Senator Robert
which the MGLCC has had to deal and done that, I salute you.
Bird [sic] of West Virginia [sic] is
from its inception in 1989.
a former member of the Ku Klux
Vincent
Astor
The reasons have varied, the re—
Memphis Klan, and that President Bill
sponse to the resignations have
Clinton is responsible for the
been as varied as the reasons and — Log Cabin Republicans "Don‘t
Ask, Don‘t Tell" policy in
the character of the board, and the
the
military,
which is responsible
Respond to Maynard
support of the Center has changed
for more expulsions than the pre—
each time the players have
I: take exception to Jim
policy! Let‘s talk about
changed. It is a pretty thankless Maynard‘s prejudices and general vious
Uncle Tom!
task, especially for volunteers, hav— assumptions of what gay Republi—
Maynard then babbles that we
ing to put up with little support, cansshould be and personal attacks support
anti—gay president, an
many suggestions from sidewalk on the president of the Memphis anti—gay an
party and assumes all we
superintendents, dozens of badly Log Cabin Republicans.
care about is tax cuts. If I were to
spelled letters of criticism and out—
Maynard‘s reluctance to accept make assumptions about the
right hostility from individuals who our organization has been hostile, Democrats, I would say that you
have a personal agenda and insist to put it mildly. When our club‘s want the government to tax my in—
on seeing it in print no matter what president offered to Maynard, the come more, provide me less and
the consequences overall will be. president of the Memphis Stone— expand the bureaucracy.
I cannot commend enough those wall Democrats, that our clubs
Jim Maynard is an executive
board members and officers who unite to strengthen our common board
member of the Memphis Gay
have had the strength and fortitude goals and support the MGLCC, his and Lesbian
Center.
to keep their initial commitment response was, more or less, that " In his letter toCommunity
the TIN, he states
and continue to see the big picture It would be a cold day in Hell!," that MGLCC is "obligated" to wel—
and a long—term vision for the (So much for building our commu— come Memphis Log Cabin Repub—
MGLCC.
nity!)
licans; the rest of us are not
_The Center has survived all sorts
While Maynard claims to have obligated to tolerate our political
of individuals (including myself); been verbally harassed by "gay treason.
all manner of leadership, dormancy Republicans" outside a bar during
See "Letters" on page 16
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msc

Oprah show and had everyone talk— early days of gay and lesbian life
in Memphis.
ing.
&
¥
If you haven‘t been keeping up
Smooth jazz saxaphonist Dave
with
Queer as Folk this season,
Koz will be performing in the
Grand Ballroom at The Peabody on you‘ve been missing out on major
Fri., June 4. Koz recently came out drama! Justin cut his hair and
in an interview in the April 27 edi— joined a vigilante group. He almost
wasted his gay basher of a few sea—
tion of The Advocate.
Koz, 41, has an internationally sons ago...
Ted is making 12—step amends
syndicated radio show and a new
to
the people he hurt during his
album (Saxaphonic) which has al—
¥/
drug
addiction...
3
While
mphis
Pride ready garnered a Grammy nomina—
Then
Uncle
Vic
died...
tion.
exerienced a meltdown and re—birth
And Brian met a doctor in the
Appearing with him will be Jef—
as Mid—South Pride last month,
back
room of the bar who used an
Memphis Black Pride seems to be frey Osborne, Jonathan Butler and
unusual
technique to discover that
. rolling right along with events
Wayman Tisdale. Tickets are
Brian
has
a lump on one of his tes—
$39.50
and
$43.50
and
can
be
or—
planned from Thurs., June 17,
dered by calling 529—9222 or 753— ticles. Who knew a medical exam
through Sun., June 20
could beso hot?
Allusions and Paragon both are 5573.
‘planning the usual~stuff of drag
¥
For those of you who are keep—
Usually you can count on
ing
up with John Stilwell‘s
WKNO to come up with an array
progress
after his stroke, there is
during
programming
pride
gay
of
lusions is getting an early start by
hosting the Mr. and Miss Gay June. This year, however, there good news.
As most of you know, John is
Black Pride 2004 pageant on Sun., isn‘t much on the schedule. All I
June 13, at 11 p.m.
could find were two encore presen— my life partner and one of the
=
founders of TJN. His severe stroke
Anthony Hardaway and "The tations.
_ Haven" will stage "A Gathering in
The first is an Independent Lens at the end of March left him para—
White" at the Memphis Airport production of The Amasong Cho— lyzed on one side and mute.
The good news is that, although
Ramada Inn which will feature J.L. rus: Singing Out which follows the
King, author of On the Down Low. story of how lesbian music student he not able to speak fluently, he is
King was featured recently on an Kristina Boerger created a lesbian making progress in that direction.
the doors of the agency.
In a letter to the community pub—
lished in Family and Friends,
Tankersley said, "I do not know
where my path will lead me, but I
do know I am part of God‘s divine
plan and when the time is right,I
know I will get very clear guid—
ance."
We all wish her the best... she
gave us hers.

fed

By Allen Cook_
It sure was sad to hear about the
demise of Loving Arms last month.
If you remember, Shelia Tankers—
ley, the agency‘s founder, started
Loving Arms 13 years ago as a pro—
gram to have volunteers go to The
Med to hold HIV —infécted new—
borns. This was at a time when
even trained nurses were terrified
of contracting the disease through:

Home repairs,
carpentry, indoor
painting, lite

this type of contact.
Shelia and her life partner Chris
Sinnock blamed the changing face
of HIV/AIDS funding; in particu—
lar, the Ryan White federal funds.
Loving Arms in recent years
evolved into a support system not
only for babies, but their mothers
and siblings as well, providing
food, hygiene and transportation
services for them. ,>
Ryan White only allows 10 per—

cent of its grants to be used for
"nonprogram‘ elements. In other
words, it can‘t be used to pay sala—
ries or overhead. Tankersley said
that fundraisers and donations
couldn‘t make up the difference.
That, coupled with some health is—
sues, led her to the decision to close

sag
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Get connected over a memorable four—course fondue dinner.
;
ont worry, there‘s plenty for everyone.

chorus in a small, conservative II—
linois college town. It shows the
choir‘s evolution into a nationally
recognized and award—winning en—
semble. The program is scheduled
for Tues., June 15, at 9 p.m.
The second is an encore presen—
tation (read re—run) of Judy Gar—
land: By Myself on Wed., June 16,
— at7 p.m.
Jeweldine "Jodie" Bryant died
in April at age 85. She is survived
by her twin Jeraldine.
Jeweldine and Jeraldine, known
simply as "the Twins" were fix—
tures at many fundraisersand were
very prominent in the ball club era.
Someone needs to do an oral
history or something with some of
these folks before they pass on. A
couple of years ago, we lost Beth
and Pinky, two old gals who had a
wealth of stories to tell about the

He is vocalizing some (using his
vocal cords as opposed to whisper—
ing). His speech therapist is pleased
with his progress.
The big thing is that he passed
his "swallow test" with flying col—
ors. He had to pass this before they
dared give him any food or drink
by mouth for fear of it aspirating
into his lungs.
Hedid so well with thetestthat
they packed him up, brought him
back to the rehab center and fed
him his first meal—by—mouth in two
months — a lunch of chicken ten—
ders, lima beans, candied yams,
fruit cup and iced tea. He was
happy as a clam. Sounds trite, but
it was a big step.
Thanks again for, your kind
thoughts. I‘ve passed them on to
John and know that I appreciate
them, too.
¥
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ThelTorch is Passed,
_
Mid—South Pride Formed
A small group of friends gath—
thatnomatterwhatthefinal
décision
_eredtodiscusswhatifanything
was
is,
Mid—South
PrideandtheMGLCC
going
todecision
happen forwasGaymadePridethatthisaf— anotherat
would workall very
closely with one
year.
A
times.
terseveralattemptstofindoutabout
Asubsequentmeetingwassched—
Pride
plans
forthe
year,
that
apub—
uled
withboard
threeandmembers
of the
licforum
should
be
held
toseekin—
MGLCC
three
members
puttaken.on just what action shouldf be further
of the Mid—South
Pridepossibilitiesof
founders to
discuss
the
OnApr.24,apublicmeetingwas
forming
underverythe successful,
MGLCC. This
held
at
the
Highland
Branch
of
the
meeting
was
and
Memphis
&
Shelby
County
Public
concluded
with
a
decision
to
return
Library.
Thismeeting
was attended
_ decision.
to the respective organizations for a
byPride
15 forpersons
all
interested
in
Gay
Memphis.
The nextwith
day,thea summary
ofboardthe
Among
the
attendees
where,
discussions
MGLCC
Gary
Wilkerson,
Kent Hamson, andthespecialmeetingthatfollowed
Shelia
Archer,
:
was made avail—
Peggy
Meyer,
‘abletotheoriginal
Herb
Zeeman, Mid—South Pride founders
ofMSP.
Sean
Alexander,
The
ballot
BarbraJeanJasen
question
was:
Mission
Statement
and
others
who
Does
Mid—South
ThePride
mission
ofprovide
Mid— Pride form under
have
requested
South
is
to
theirnamesnotbe
MGLCCas aordoes
it
events
and
festivals
to
the
published.Alsoin
form
separate
people
of themayMid—South
attendance
was
areasothey
celebrate,the no affiliation to
Vincent
Astor,
affirm,
and
appreciate
oneoftheoriginal
any othervotegroup?
lives
of
gay,
lesbian,
bi—
founders
of
Pride
The
was
sexual,transgenderpeople, unanimoustoform
inArea.the Memphis theirfriendsandtheirfami—
asorganization.
a stand—alone
Announced
at
lies.
this meeting was
thefactthatMemphisPride,Inc.had
electedtodissolve,andgiveits
sup—
port
to
this
new
group
with
new
bloodandnewenergy.Afterthisan—
«~——~—n~ouncement,
it wasPridethenshould
decidedbe
that
Mid—South
formed,andefforts
beguntoensure
thataprideeventoccurredinMem—
phisHerbZeeman
forJune 2004.suggested thatthe
groupconsiderformingthisorgani—
zation
under the MGLCC.
This
would
givethenew
pridegroupac—
cess
to immediate
resources
and a
501(c)3
status.
All
in
attendance
agreedthatthispossibilityshouldbe
discussed
withevening
the MGLCC.
On
the
of Apr. 24, a
meetingofMid—SouthPridefounder
GaryWilkerson,MGLCCpresident
Len Piechowski,
MGLCC
board
member
Brandon
Cole,
Memphis
Prideboard
members
Patti Pairand
Kay
Mills
was
held.
Theoutcomeofthismeetingwas
thatMid—SouthPridewouldmeetwith
theboardofdirectorsoftheMGLCC _
atitsnextmeeting,andthatMemphis
Pride
was dissolved and its assets
wouldbeturnedovertotheMGLCC
as requiredby
itscharter.
.
Mid—South
Pride
founders
as—
sembledalistofquestionsandcon—
cerns
about forming under the
MGLCC,andpresentedthemtothe
boardTheofdirectors.
— Sunday, Mid—
following
South meetingand
Pride attendedthe
MGLCC
board
received
avery
warm
welcome.
Opinions
at
that
meetingwheremixed
—
fromPride
should
be a partbe formed
ofthe MGLCC
to
Pride
should
as
a
stand—
alone
organization:
one
thing agreed
on by However,
everyone was

The Iboard of directors of Mid—South Pride

ATTENTION TRIANGLE JOURNAL READERS!

organization with.
WARNING! Don‘t Even Think About Speaking To A Dentist ... Until You
Know The 10 Questions You MUST Ask A Dentist BEFORE Choosing One!
Memphis, Tn — If you are currently looking
for a new dentist, then you must read this
article, as it may be the most important thing
you‘ve ever read! When it comes to selecting
the right dentist, most people find themselves
confused, frustrated and feeling like they‘re .
taking a stab in the dark! After all, who taught
you:

'
Based on this
vote, a letter was drafted and pre—
sented to the MGLCC board with the
decision to form independently. The
board of the MGLCC has continued
~~
to stress its full support and co—op—
How To Choose The
eration as MSP works to bring Pride
Right Dentist?
events to Memphis and the Mid—
South.
It‘s a tough choice for most of you, because
none of us are taught the TRUTH about the
— The founding members of MSP
advancements in dentistry, let alone how to pick
met the following week and com—
the right one to help you out and to make sure
pleted its by—laws and selection for
.you are getting one that is up to speed with all
the initial board of directors and its
the training in pain free methods, cosmetics, and
officers. With the by—laws com—
latest advancements dental implants and denture:
pleted, articles of incorporation were
If you‘re like most people, you‘re scared and
nervous, wondering things like:
completed and mailed to the State of
* How do I know this person is really any
Tennessee on May 12. MSP has also
ood?
obtained the information and forms
« How can I tell before I walk in, if it‘s %oing to
required to apply for a 501(c)3 status,
be a practically pain free experience?
and will be starting the process to ob—
* Is he/shean expert at cosmetic dentistry? _
« What questions should I ask them?
tain that status following Pride 2004.
« Should I believe their suggestions?
— The founding officers elected
* Are they just trying to sell me or get me to
were Gary Wilkerson, president;
spend more money with them?
:
Sean Alexander, vice president; Kent
* Will this person rip me off?
;
Hamson, treasurer and Shelia Ar—
* How much say do | have when it comes to
cher, secretary. Members of the
making the best decisions for my own
dental health?
}
founding board include Peggy
« Will I have ALL the options to weigh before
Meyer, Bob Loos, Mike Meyer, Bo
making decisions?
Willis, Harold Patey, Barbara Jean
| And the list goes on! Admittedly, how to choose
Jasen and Scott Miller.
the right dentist for you and your family is harder
. In addition to the officers and board | than knowing you need to choose one in the first
members, MSP acknowledges the fol—
place! In fact, one of the biggest questions
people face is:
lowing people as among the original
_
founders of Mid—South Pride: Harold
— How To Know If They‘re Wurkin%ln
Patey, Kent Hamson, Larry Tyger,
YOUR Best Interest Or For Their Own
Dutch Warren, Terry Eason, Carmellia .
Best Interest!
Henderson and Don Duggin.
For more information on Mid—
This may not surprise you, butthere are some _
South Pride, contact them at
people out there who are working for their own
midsouthpride@yahoo.com or by mail
: greedy personal gain, at YOUR expense! This is*
at Mid—South Pride, 111 S. Highland,
disgusting and it‘s wrong, but it happens. It‘s a
reality we all have to accept. The truth is there
Suite 261, Memphis, TN 38111. Fax
are as many good dentists as there are bad
and voicemail: (901) 328—6349.
ones, Just like in any profession. The task for you
The Mid—South Pride website is
is to know how to...
www. groups.
midsouthpride.
Sews

‘_

Detect theGood
From the Bad!

Until now, no one has been upfront, bold, and |
honest about what is REALLY going on when you
walk into a dental office. So, here‘s the truth most —
dentists would prefer you never knew. See, in
many (but certainly not all) dental practices,
regardless of size or how many ads they run in .
the localnewspaper,theprimary int C mal
on selling as much of their services as fast as
they canwhether you actually need them or not.
Period. The real way they operate is a well kept
secret that they don‘t want you to get clued in on: _
And please understand, there‘s nothing wrong
with many of these services, or with you being
_.
sold on choosirw them. The real problem is HOW
you‘re sold, HOW they deliver advice, and what
their real motivations are. If someone explained
how it REALLY works a lot of the time, you might
be shocked.
FREE Report Reveals The
10 Questions You MUST Ask!
After all, choosing a dentist may be one of the
most important decisions you‘ll ever make for you
and for your family! Picking the right dentist can
help you, and picking the wrong dentist can be a
big and painful mistake! Make sure you know
which is which! You cannot afford to take any
chances. You need to be sure to use someone
who will be right for you!
To get your FREE REPORT called "10
Questions You Must Ask BEFORE You Even
Think About Choosing A Dentist! How To
Get Pain & Anxiety Free Dental Care," and
learn the secrets some dentists don‘t want you to
know, call the TOLL—FREE 24 hour Hotline
1—866—430—6995 tor a FREE NO

|
I
F

OBLIGATION RECORDED MESSAGE and
request Free Report #2005! your Free copy of —
this eye opening report will be sent to you
immediately, Call NOW! Armed with this free
report, you‘llhave the ammunition you need to—
make sure you deal: with someorie who is right for |;

ggu, and has YOUR best interests at heart! Don‘t
‘leftinthe dark any longer ... call NOW!

|
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Conservative Methodists
Propose Formal Split

17th Annual Auction

Againét AIDS béheﬁting

Wriend Forlife
Sese
Sunday, June 27th
Hardin Hall, Mem his Botanic Garden
ﬁctions.
uctioneer

The, Master

By Rachel Zoll
AP Religion Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Conservatives in
the United Methodist Church proposed split—
ting the denomination May 6, the latest sign
of decades of disagreement over homosexu—
ality that continued at a national meeting.
‘The Rev. William Hinson, president of
the Confessing Movement for conservative
Methodists, said evangelicals were just be—
ginning to explore the idea and that no.break
was imminent in the 8.3 million—member
church.
But he said he and others were convinced
that no compromise could be found after yet
another bitter General Conference debate
over what the Bible says about gay sex.
"We can‘t bridge that divide," said
Hinson, former pastor of First United Meth—
odist Church of Houston.
%
The Rev. Troy Plummer, executive direc—
tor of the Reconciling Ministries Network,
which advocates for gay and lesbian Meth—
odists, rejected the idea. He accused
evangelicals of plotting to harm the church.
"It disturbs me," he said. "We can still be
a family together."
— The announcement came after conserva—
tives prevailed at the meeting in maintain—
ing the church‘s firm stand against
homosexuality.
Delegates affirmed that gay sex was "in—
compatible with Christian teaching" and
made it a chargeable offense under church

law for clergy to conduct same—sex marriages
and for unmarried ministers to have sex.
However, evangelicals expect that those
who want a broader role for gays and lesbi—
ans in the church will continue to ignore
church law and appoint sexually active ho—
mosexual clergy.
"I think that a number of us in the evan—
gelical coalition are wondering if it‘s time
for us to consider some kind of loving divi—
sion," said the Rev. James Heidinger, leader
of the Methodist evangelical group Good
News.
Hinson said conservatives want the
church to form a task force that would di— —
vide up church property and funds. That idea
would meet intense opposition from many
in the denomination. Church law prevents
any congregation from walking away with _
Methodist assets.
Hinson said evangelicals were inspired
partly by conservatives in the Episcopal
Church, who formed a breakaway network
of congregations after that denomination
consecrated its first openly gay bishop last
year.
The leader of the Episcopal network,
Bishop Robert Duncan of Pittsburgh, spoke
about his movement in a meeting with Meth—
odist evangelicals last week.
Hinson contended that if any break oc—
curred, both sides would have to abandon
calling themselves Methodist and would
each have to choose a new name.
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Mississippi Activist Applauds Legal Same—sex Marriages
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Gay Couples Exchange Their Vows
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Bullying Victim Receives

Texas Party Barge Flips
AUSTIN (AP) — A double—
decker party barge capsized in
Lake Travis when dozens of pas—
sengers moved to one side of the
boat as it approached Texas‘ only
nude beach.
About 60 people fell into almost
40 feet of water May 2 in the lake‘s
Hippie Hollow area, said Travis
County sheriff‘ s spokesman Roger
Wade. Two female passengers
were injured.
Civilians and rescuers from
various emergency response units
pulled people to safety as the boat
sank. Officials said everyone was
accounted for; 57 of those on board
refused treatment.
The women were released from
area hospitals after being treated
~ for minor injuries.
Travis County sheriffs divers did
not find any additional victims un—
der the boat, and all of the passen—

gers were accounted for, Wade said.
The barge, which had left Em—
erald Point Marina, was tied up at
Hippie Hollow just before 4 p.m.
May 2 when a large number of
people moved to one side of the boat.
"As the captain was running
upstairs to tell them to move away
from the railing, it capsized,"
dumping its passengers into the
water, Wade told the Austin
American—Statesman.
Krista Umscheid, a spokes—
woman for the Lower Colorado
River Authority, said witnesses, the
boat driver and others said the boat
started tilting and overturned after
the crowd swarmed to one section
of the boat. Hippie Hollow is a
lakeside park and the only public
nude beach in the state..
*
The outing was part of Splash

Day, a semiannual event sponsored
by gay. and lesbian groups.
Mioao
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PALM& TAROT CARDREADINGS
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Cot

IiiPAWS

& Present & Fulle
Including Specializing In Reuniting Loved Ones
1 Guarantee to Help You With All Kinds of

‘hey Are

Problems No Matter What "I

vVOTED#L PSYCHIC READER IN MEMPHIS
NOTJUST ACCURATE BUT AMAZING!
901—722—8262
Call Now!
By Appointment Only

Mid—South Criminal
Defense Firm, PLLC
www.midsoutheriminaldefense.coin
1508 Madisos Avegac
Memphis, TS 38104
(901) 276—5100
A criminal charge can have a drastic effect un
your life, job and tamily For free legal advice
concerruny your case, call today.
Claiborne H. Ferguson
Kemar Member
Rhodes College, 11.S,
MS College School of Law—
Magne cum bawde
Corntied IH ‘l Technician
Natl Assoc. Crim. Def. Lawyers

‘Mid—South
to

Fine, Probation for Pencil
ATLANTA (AP) — The 13—
Gray was found guilty in juve—
year—old Clayton County boy con— nile court on April 9 on charges of
victed of aggravated battery for aggravated battery for stabbing a
striking back after being bullied by fellow student in the face with a
a classmate was sentenced May 5 pencil in March. The boy was seri—
to probation and a fine for the act. ously injured and was left perma—
Judge Leslie Gresham sen— nently scarred.
tenced Daryl Gray to 90 days of Gray‘s attorneys claimed he was
probation and a $332 fine. He also hit, called gay and even had his
must complete four counseling ses— shoes urinated on in the school
sions over eight weeks, attend a restroom for two years. Gray, who
mentoring program, and do com— had not been in trouble before, said
munity service. He had faced up to the other boy hit him first during
five years in jail for the crime.
math class at Pointe South School.

Idol‘

be Staged

by

Pegasus
The Mystic Krewe ofPegasus
Memphis is planning an unusual
event for June benefitting The
Matthew Shepard Foundation,
The event is being billed as
"Mid—South Idol" — patterned
after American Idol, of course.
This talent extravaganza will
take place on two Fridays a week
apart — June 4 and June 11

—

at Madison Flame.
On the first Friday, all the en—
tries will be judged by the audi—
ence and whittled down to

10

finalists. On the second Friday,
the finalists will be judged by

FFL Launches

both the audience and a p&#nel of
judges. WMC‘s Kim Clark has

Play Safe Campaign
Friends For Life, the Mid— the issues of safe—sex,

staying
v South‘s oldest and largest HIV/ healthy and living well to the fore—
‘AIDS service organization, is front."
launching an exclusive HIV/AIDS
The posters offer such mes—
education and awareness poster sages as, "Take Out An Insurance
campaign called;
Policy On Your
"Play Safe."
P
Life...
Use
The brainchild
Condoms... Play
of Friends For
Safe;" "Stay Fabu—
Life‘s Executive
lous ... Play Safe;"
Director Kim A.
"Stay Healthy...
FABULOUS!
Moss, its manage—
Play Safe," and
ment team and the _
even the thought—
agency‘s Director *
provoking "Ben—
of
Marketing
efits of Being
Patricia Pair, more
HIV—Positive."
than 20 different,
"The posters are
11—inch by 17 —inch
incredible,. very
color posters have
Pin? professional and
been created exclu—
:
tastefully done,"
slivelg ffor Friends
*
SAFE! Moss said. "To
or Life.
think that we could
While the pri— ,Fl
ranguéfg!‘ LEEe produce posters of

mFriends®orlifeGorp.arg
mary focus of each
such quality right
[ of the posters is
here among our
"Play Safe," the posters also bring own staff is a testament to the dedi—
to light other aspects of being HIV— cation of our employees to raise the
positive and the need to be tested.
level of awareness regarding safe—
"The posters target several differ— sex and HIV/AIDS."
ent segments of our community,"
Posters will initiallybe displayed
Pair said. "From gay males, both Af— ‘throughout Memphis‘s GLBT bars
rican—American and white, to young — and clubs with a monthly rotation
adults, both male and female, these to allow the messages to stay fresh
posters use several messages de— in everyone‘s minds. Look for them
signed to raise awareness and bring soon and remember, Play Safe.

signed on as one of the panelists
(Paula Clark? Kim Abdul?). The
winner will receive a $500 prize
for his or her efforts.
Entrants need not be solo art—
ists. The entry fee is $25 for in—
dividuals and $35 for groups. As
far as talent is concerned, they
are taking all genres— live vo—
cal, stand—up comedy, lip sync,
etc. Routines are limited to five
minutes, however.
The

nights

hosted

by

are

Alison

being

co—

Tate

and

Ashley La‘ More.
The word has been spread to
Jackson, Miss. and Tenn., as
well as Little Rock and as far
north as St. Louis, so the field
of talent should be good.
Admission "is~"$5 "on

each

night.
._

For more info, contact Terry
at

662—781—9633

or

e—mail

ashleylamore @yahoo.com.

068110,

Croan?
HYPNOTHERAPY
* Stop Smoking
* Weight Loss / Eating Disorders
* Memory and Study Skills
* Stress and Anxiety
* Sexual Dysfunction
*
PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder)

PSYCHOLOGICAL SERYWCEs
* Individual Therapy
* Group Therapy
* Adolescent Therapy
* Marriage & Family Therapy

Office Hours

Iby Appointment

Insurance Accepted
Eric Cassius, LPC, CHT
815 Mt. Moriah Road
685—5491
caish@aol.com
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Symbols of Pride —The I5inlr'TriangkIeu8‘ TheGayi5ride flag
When celebrating
Gayit‘sPride,
every
wonderfultogetheras
color of theonehu—in remember
by
an
artist
and
designer
naméd
gayactivists
used
thepinktriangle
By
StephanieAdams
and
honor
true
man
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Gilbert
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an
alternative
to
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move—
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meaning:
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the
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oppression
and
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the
bysexuality.
the NazisUnderto represent
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are
all
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are
Francisco
GayAnd Lesbian Free— one. Ourdifferenceincoloriswhat 3.) Diversity insexualityshould
1980s,
ACT—UP
(AIDS
Coalition
Hitler
and
Ger—
dom
Day.
To
Unleash
Power)
used
an
in—
man
law, homosexuality
and acts verted version of the symbol.
makes us all beautiful together. be respected without prejudice,
Even
though
the
rainbow
col—
ofhomosexualtity
were
prohibited.
ored
flag pride,
is strongly
associated
wasinvertedtorep—
These
actswere,sexual
orincluded,
kiss— resentThesymbol
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with
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y
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4 — prejudiceeveragain. Likethepink rope, a rainbow colored flag once V wyewIntegrityusaorg
inclusivefovetothe
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EpiscopalChurchandthegay, Gsbian
triangle,theblacktrianglewasalso
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movement
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i
t
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Unconventional
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"peace"
in
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pride
those
who
were
gypsies,
which
in—
Green
triangle,
criminals;
red
Calvary Episcopal Church
flag
originally
had
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colors
in
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prostitutesandfe—
triangle,
political
prisoners;
pink
102 N. Second St. (2" & Adams}
it, but thewerecolors—hot
pink and tur—
maleswho
refusedtobearchildren
triangle,
homosexuals;
two
yellow
quoise
later
removed.
or
abide
by
the
laws.
As
the
pink
triangles
overlapping
(to formwhoa triangle eventually became a male Forevery colorin the gay pride
{enter fromthe parking lot) —
Star
of
David),
Jews.
Those
thereorange,
is symbolic
meaning:
symbol, thatthe offemale
symboltriangle.
soon flag,
woreayellow
StarofDavid
under— became
for more information: 201.575.6602
red,
life;
healing;
yellow,
the
black
neath
a
pink
triangle
symbolized
sunlight;
green,
nature;
blue,
har—
Nevertheless,
both
triangles
still
the lowest of all prisoners: Gay symbolize pride and solidarity. mony; and purple, spirit
Whatever the background or feith tradition, Act. are
Jews.
It was not until the 1970s that The gay pride flag was created To some. the flag symbolizes
E

' Pride'Parade 2004
"Show Us Your Pride"
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17th Annual Auction Against AIDS
en
Set for June 27 at Botanic Gard
SUV,
van,
anything
AIDS was the biggest and best yet.
The Sizzlin‘ Summer Auction
with
a
lot
of
room, be—
Approximately 400 Friends For
Party returns to Hardin Hall at the
cause with so many
Life
supporters
attended
the
Sun—
Memphis Botanic Garden this year .
day event and bid on 508 donated items to choose from,
on Sun., June 27.
items. More than $60,000 (net) was your day will befilled
WMC—TV 5‘s Kym Clark and
raised for the HIV/AIDS service with temptations."
FM 100‘s Tom Prestigiacomo will
And, with so many
agency.
again put on the heat during the two
items to choose from,
The
Auction
Against
AIDS
is
live auctions, the first of which

Life is famous for," said Friends
For Life Director of Fundraising
Butch Valentine witha laugh, be—
fore warning, "And you better
come prepared. Bring a truck,

Nu Gay
Stronds ite

abric of

Like

THIRD ANNUAL PATHFINDER FORUM
IHE PILGRIM CENTER at FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

Valentine pointed out,
"There is something for
every taste, something
for every budget"
"Each year the auction has
grown in terms of the number of
donations, attendees and the money
raised," explained Friends For Life
Executive Director Kim A. Moss.
"The auction has helped broaden
support for the agency and increase
AIDS awareness. The support from
the community for the auction has
been incredible. And, the funds —
raised at the auction are used for
program expenses not covered by
grants."
Donations for the auction are
still being accepted from compa—
nies and individuals. Donors will |
receive two complimentary tickets,
a $40 value, for one of the hottest
auctions in the Mid—South. Anyone
wishing to make a donation to the
17th Annual Auction Against
AIDS should contact Valentine at
Friends For Life, 1384 Madison
Avenue. (901) 272—0855.

ETC‘s

Out Tonight 3

Guaranteed Sell—Out
Emerald Theatre Company con—
tinues its summer tradition of
showcasing Broadway‘s best
songs when it presents Out Tonight
3: Welcome to the Cabaret, June
10, 11 and 12, 2004 at 8 p.m. at
Theatreworks, 2085 Monroe Ave.
Featuring tunes from Hairspray,
Chicago, Funny Girl, Les Miz,
Phantom of the Opera and many
more shows, there will be more

con

nvm

* Criminal Defense

— Thiesyeor‘syoumgosuses on howgay, lesbian, bisemat and
worsgerdared individuals ore natural theads in the topesty

elit
LAIUs

Of out commtg Sotiety oud institutions. Emergmg {rom

— MEDATOR

as marginal people, we dateto celebrate
our Ristory op
ond shore our fivesand taterts without apology.

eral Attorney

* Personal Injury

Proreectme Our Famites

June 6th

Rev, Chery! Comish kicks off the forumby sharing her views and
experiences of how gays entich society.

Axo RerattonsHres
For Over 18 Years

June 19th

than 17 of the Mid—south‘s best
performers to entertain you. This
show has been a sell—out in each
of its two previous outings.
§
Produced by Emerald Theatre
Company, Out Tonight‘s musical
director is Robert Boozman.
Tickets are $10 for general ad—
mission. Reservations are sug—
gested. Call 722—9302 for tickets or
further information.

Dr. Joel Chapman focuses on healthy shame, toxicshame, and
homophobia. Our real shame is not sharing our gifts as gay people.

HAIR CARE & BODY WAXING
<g#
fs
"A
DPASBLES

NVILSWA3S — SNY + THHQLIW INVd + NIXOIN + 39004 — MIW) NYDIH3WY —

one of the Mid—South‘s largest and
longest—running auctions. It has
become well—known for the qual—
ity and uniqueness of the items up
for bid.
s
"This promises to be another
‘You just never know what you‘ll
see fun-type event that Friends For

19 n. coorer — 7 2 5—05 271 — memems, tn :

begins at 4:30 p.m.
During the silent auction, which
gets underway at 3 p.m., renowned
vocalist and entertainer Jackie
Johnson will add her own brand of
sizzle with her spectacular selec—
on of gospel, soul, jazz and pop
songs. And, making a special ap—
pearance this year are members of
the Volley Girlz group in its role
as the Friends
For Life
Cheerleading Squad.
Last year‘s Auction Against

Now we wax, dahling!

DambeDliierent'
TUE—FPMREI @—7 — SAT ®—2
§ . WALK—INS WELCOME .

June 20
A panel of staight and gay civic leaders share how their programs
promote emollonal, social, and spittual well—being.

June 271
Leaders of Memphis Area Gay Youth {(MAGY) and gay and lesblan
parents focus on fostering self—worth In children,
9:00am to 10:00am

& AndResort

Fork?
8“

in theOmrks

,Ava, “O

CLUB NIGHT

— Pilgrim Meeting Room

"First Congregational Church
1000 §. CooperSt.

Admisgion is {ree but seating is limited.
Call Joe! Chapman at 844—4357 for reservations
and further information.
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FunRV hookups, tent sites,cabms, lodge room, hot
whisatma, theme weekends, seasonalRV sites,cafe, |
onveniencestore. Clothing Optional
|
| wfor2004 25 X60°pool

First Satu rday

‘of the Month
The Pumping Station
1382 Poplar Ave.
Published as a public service by the
Triangle Journal News.

KKK

Protests

PIGEON
FORGE,
(AP)
—identifying
About athemselves
half
dozenTenn.
protesters
as Saturday
Ku Klux
Klan
members
gathered
near
the aDollywood
theme park
to
protest
gay
and
lesbian
"Gay
Day"Theatprotesters
the park. were notallowef
onstreet
park property,
butthey stood
on
asigns
near
the
entrance
holding
with Bibleon versesandderoga—
tory remarks
them.
Police
reported
noarrestsordis—
ruptions.
One who
of theidentified
protesters,
Kenas
Gregg,
himself
pastor of intheKnoxville,
True IsraeltoldIdentity
Mission
The
Mountain
Press
newspaper
thatfor
people
should
be
thankingthem
their actions.
g

omercareeeterinsre ——Lian ,,,, re

Day’ at Dollywood
"TheyareGregg
livingsaid
adegenerative
bothered
by the
protesters.
lifestyle,"
of
homo—
"They‘re
entitled
tosaid
theirAllen
opin—
sexuals.
"These
degenerates
don‘t
ions
just
like
us,"
need to bespreading
theirmessage Duncan of Clarksville.
around
our
children."
Ryan Salyer,executivedirector
The
Gay
Day
event
was
orga—
of
Tri—Cities
Pride,
saidto promote
the pur—
nized
by
the
Knoxville—based
gay,
pose
of
Gay
Day
is
lesbianPride
andtransgendergroupT‘ri—
awareness ofHethesaidgaytheandgroup
lesbianre—
Cities
with
no
involvement
community.
from
Dollywood.
More
than toa ceived several e—mails from
thousand
people
were
expected
churches and the Klan about the
attend.
event.
Last month, Dollywood
offi—
"They
were
telling
us wethatwere
this
cialsaskedTri—Cities
Pride
to
stop
is
a
family
park
and
that
advertising
the‘"Gay
eventDayon theat shoving our lifestyle down
Internet
as
people‘sthroats,"
Salyersaid.
"We
Dollywood,"
and
the
group
com—
are
not
asking
for
special
treat—
plied.
ment; we are asking for equal
Gays
and
lesbians
at
the
park,
rights."
many
red shirts
sym— Lastyear‘sGay Daydrew about
bols ofwearing
their pride,
didn‘tas seem
1,000 people but no protests.

ovenmee A — co

y".arenepair e I coas?

Mas

cros. "ew WW" m

‘Gay

HRC Criticizes Anti-gay FDA Regulations
WASHINGTON,
D.C. —criti—
The munity in America and the FDA changes to FDA proposed regu—
Human
Rights
Campaign
that:
should
benotmaking
people
aware lations
cized
regulations
announced
May
of
that,
promoting
myths."
*allow
men who
havedirectly
sex withto
20istration
by theblocking
Food andmen
DrugwhoAdmin—
HRC
worked
with
coalition
men
to
donate
sperm
have
partnersand—Education
Lambda Legal
De—
a recipient
without
requiring
had
sex
with
men
in
the
last
five
fense
Fund,
the
freezing
of
the
sperm,
which has
years
from
making
non—direct
several
disadvantages,
National
Center
for
Lesbian
sperm
donations.
Policiesthataredo—al— Rights, the American Civil Lib— * allow men who have sex
ready
in
place
to
ensure
erties
Union and&theDefenders
Gay & Les—— recipient
with men without
to directlya physician‘s
donate to a
nated
sperm
is
safe,
regardless
of
bian
Advocates
the"There
donor‘sissexual
orientation.
to submit
comments
to1999.
the pro—
required
consent,
and
absolutely
no sci— posed
five—year
rule
in
‘We
*
term
donors
"eligible" and
ence—based
reason
for
this
rul—
"ineligible"
ratherthan
"suitable"
joined
ourallies
in
echoing
those
ing,"
said
HRC
President
Cheryl
and
"unsuitable."
¢some
comments
at‘the
end
of
2003
Jacques.
"The
FDA
is
saying
that
when
we
heard
the
FDA
was
"While
they
did
accept
along—term
gay man who
has safe
sex and a moving toward publishing afinal of our proposed changes, the
partner
is
unaccept—
ruleHowever,
earlier insome
2004.of the sugges—* FDA‘s
five—yearadded
requirement
is
able,
but
a
heterosexual
man
who
reprehensible,"
Jacques.
never practices
safe
sexit‘sis fine.
"We will tocontinue
toendwork
in a
tions
madewereby HRC
and incoalition
That‘s
not
only
wrong,
dan—
coalition
put
an
to
these
partners
accepted
the
fi—
gerous. HIV affects every com— nal ~regulations, including backward regulations."

Professional
Pest Management

f

m
«residential

ccommercialf industrial

3915 South Rossitand Circle
Memphis, Tennessee 38122
TN Charter 1271

327—8400

SsUsSsAN K. MAH, LCSW
GAY—FRIENDLY COUNSELOR
SPECIALIZING IN DEPRESSION, ANXIETY,
SEXUAL ADBUSE RECOVERY AND
RELATIONSHIP ISSUES.
CONFIDENTIALITY ASSURED.
INSURANCE AND SLIDING SCALE
ACCEPTED.
901—752—1 110
CLUB NIGHT
SAT., MAR. 20
The Pumping Station
levi—leather club

1382 Poplar Ave.

Published as a public service by theTriangle Journal News.

VOTE DEMOCRAT.
DEMOCRATIC
PLATFORM
"We
respect
the
full
and lesbian
families
in the life of
the nation. Thiswouldinclusion
includeofangayequitable
alignment
of benefits."
"Hate crimes)
shouldviolence
be punished
with
extradisability
force. orsexual
Protections
should
include
hate
based
on
gender,
,
onentation."
"(A)ll patnotic Americans should be allowed to serve their country."
REPUBLICAN PLATFORM
"We do not believesexual preference should be given special legal
protection or standing in law."
‘"Federal juciges and bureaucrats should not force states to recognize
other living arrangements such as gay or lesbian families."

"We affim that homosexuality is incompatible with military service."

SIGN UP!woreAenocrats.org!glitt DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE
TT
Headquarters |_
.—Sat. 10 a.m.—6

p.m. « Sun.l—6 p.m.
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Roadshow MINH

405 N Germantown Parkway
Cordova, TN 38018—6207

John Lioyd
Motoring Advisor

Cooper‘s Crusader

Phone
(901) 365—2584 x6835
Fax
(901) 365—2531
*
e—mail
jlloyd@roadshowmini.com

Achievements

in Motoring

_

W®w é
—high —

— MASSAGE —

_NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST
C TacoGero
Tongue
ioer eri
BY APPOINTMENT
GIFT CERTIFICATES

Buy a Subscription to the
Mid—South‘s only Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper _
for yourself or for a friend.
12 Issues for $20
mailed First Class, discreetly,
so you don‘t have to wait for the news.
NAME
ADDRESS
chy_n.
—— state ___ zip:%2
PHONE L_.:___.._.____
§
Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
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Roasted
Heifer...
_
uh, Hefner
By Vincent Astor
If it had been a dinner, the menu
would have read, "Vintage Lesbian,
grilled on toast." It was billed as a
roast/benefit.
What it turned out to be was a
tribute to Bette Jean Hefner, who has
gone by "B J" for most of her 70—
plus years.
&
She has been emcee forhundreds
of fund raisers over 25 years and
only retired after a stoke which left
her still mobile but less spry—and
just as cantankerous as ever. j
Entertainment spots were inter—
spersed with tributes, testimonies
and tales. People from the organiza—
tions she is closest to —Holy Trin—
ity Community Church, Loving
Arms and the Mystic Krewe of
Aphrodite — told many tales, but
closed each one with some loving
‘comment.
Sharon Wrayhad a very long tale
totell (withvisuals) and aphoto wall
had been erected with some very
typical and untypical views.
Even those who know BJ well
learned a few facts from this
evening.
More than $1,300 was raised and
it will all go towards herhealthcare.
Hefnerwas named Tsarus Man of
the Year for 2004 and has been
named one ofthe grandmarshals for
this year‘s Pride Parade, the only
person to be honored in two differ—
ent years.
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Rebound, Emmys g
realizing my animal‘s not fat DeGeneres
said. the success is
sell her among
talk show,someit found
re— I‘m
ample,
Paratore
confidently
pre— toluctance
"I
feel
like
at all."
station
dicted
that
90
percent
of
viewers
the career rough patch, even sweeter. I‘m so grateful I
and baggage,"
managers. "We
knew sheDespite
would be in that group. "You‘re ownerswas
"wouldn‘t
one and
havenotanother
I can relax,
Paratore
out ofyour mind," the station ex— there
single thing thatchange
happened,"
have chance.
any secrets."
said,
and
concerns
over
contro—
ecutive
replied.
to be addressed.
But the numbers bore him out, versy"Inhaddaytime,
audience
Paratore
said.
want to be the
preached
at by
"The audience it reaches is the — doesn‘t
ado X
anybody. They
don‘t
want
Oprah
primo, upscale, soccer mom tar— preaching
R
r
e
h
p
o
t
s
i
r
A
or Rosie
K
get audience," he said, adding the preaching spirituality
politics or Ellen
show is a must—buy for many ad— preaching lifestyle,"
Fine Glass Ornaments
he
said.
vertisers. s
The station ex—
ecutives "needed
GIFTS THAT
be shown
that
— topeople
would give
. Snow Sweet |
GIVE
f 1911239. 5". 3
me another
ec RB a n oe ."
Twick!
DeGeneres
said.
The message she
delivered: "You
don‘t
knowa per—
me,
you
know
ception of me"
based
re—
ports.She‘son news
grateful
viewers have re—
sponded to her
show,
which
com—
bines
the
usual
ce— These omaments from ChristopherRadkowill add sparkle to both your home —
lebrity interviews
to theDisease
livesofmanyless
fortunate
than you. FittheNickcauseraisesofDiaberes—Related
funds and awareness
with a monologue, and
forHeart
Charities
and
SnowSweetserves
comic
bits and Charities.
Theto many
care andwholoveare thatwent
into the production ofthese ornaments is
thusspread
in
needofsupport.
much interaction
Come see us formorefabulous
information,
and ourentireTheseassortmentofornaments
with her studio fromChristopherRadko‘s
2004
collection.
are more than
and
at—home
decorations—
theyare
works
ofheart!
*
WWW.CHRISTOPHERRADKO.COM
audience.
A —I! e f
Open House Saturday, Julyv31‘st
displayed apicture of
When the show begins its sec— DeGeneres
cat, "suddenly
ond
there will beIt her
> ﬁrfor 6 Viol/41510],
peopleoverweight
sent in pictures
oftheir fat
clearseason
signs Sept.
of its6,popularity:
$504 Macon Road
cats,"Sheshecontinues
said. on in her mean—
will
be
upgraded
in
38
of
the
top
‘Cordova
100 markets,
better time
charmingly
Ellenesque
slots
or airinggetting
on a network
af— dering,
755.5554
"Some
of
them
we
don‘t
filiate instead of an independent fashion:
Hours:
even show because I feel like,
station.
Tuesday—Saturday
‘Oh,tomyblowGod,
animal‘sNow,
go—
Tom Selleck, who co—starred ing
9:30 a.m.—5:30 p.m..
up inthisa second.‘
with
DeGeneres
in
1999s
The
Love Letter, finds her success
deserved. "She‘s a sweet person.
You see the heart and soul of
her," he said.
DeGeneres isenjoying the ride
—TV aadventure.
far tamer one than her last
In 1987, she and her sitcom
character came out as lesbian on
Ellen. Before Will & Grace, be—
fore Queeras Folk, before Queer
Eye
for the Straight
to DeGeneres
to serveGuy,
as theit fell
TV
focus for the issues ofgay visibil—
ity The
and sitcom
acceptability.
lastedjustone sea—
son more after a drop in ratings,
and
DeGeneres
foundresurrecting
her career
in a slump.
She tried
it withinanother
The Ellen
Show
2001, sitcom,
but it wasshort—
lived.
Then came her endearing
voice
in 2003‘s
Findingperformance
Nemo, as a forgetful
fish
named Dory, and an HBO
standup special in which she
pointedly avoided politics in fa—
vor
the whimsical
observa—
tionalofhumor
that has marked
her
career.
But when Telepictures set out

Ellen DeGeneres Savors Her

By Lynn Elber#
APTelevision Writer
LOSDeGeneres
ANGELES is(AP)
— If
Ellen
carrying
heavy
baggageshe‘sthese
days,it with
it‘s
only because
stuffed
Emmys.
Crowning a3 successful &first
season for The Ellen DeGeneres
Show, DeGeneres accepted the
best talk show trophy at the re—
cent Daytime Emmy
Awards
in New York.se—
The syndicated
ries already had re—
ceived three creative
Emmys fortechni—
calartsachievement,
mak—
ing
it
this
year‘s
most—honored talk
show.
bad, consider—
ingNotDeGeneres
feared
her
career
suffered
permanent damage af—
ter a run—in with sexual _
politics.
All it(Find—
took
was
a hit movie
ing Nemo), an HBO
special and the talk
show
give
DeGenerestoback what
she wanted — humor
without agenda.
"I‘m a comedian. I
want to make people
laugh," interview.
she said in "Ia
recent
want to make people feel good.
. . Somehow,
I waswant
viewed
asa po—
litical
when
Ijust
to
be
median."
j co—
_ hearted
With show,
her determinedly
DeGeneres islight—
get—
ting
her
wish.
It‘s
one
of
the
handful of new daytime talk
shows to score with audiences in
the"Since
past decade.
fall 1995, there have
been 38 Monday—through—Friday
talk shows launched in daytime,"
said Jim Paratore, president of
Warner Bros. Telepictures Pro—
ductions, which is producing
DeGeneres‘
Only Theshow.
Rosie O‘Donnell
Show and Dr. Phil were hits,
Paratore said. Now he figures The
Ellen DeGeneres Show can be
added
to the list.a year ago in TV
It
launched
markets covering 90 percent of
the
country, including
owned—and—operated
stations.NBCAs
it wrapped its first season, it is
seen virtually everywhere. (A few
unairedtheshows
will reruns.)
be scattered
among
summer
Although its total audience rat—
ings are below that of blockbust—
ers like talktop—rated
Opraha
Winfrey‘s
show, it draws
hefty
viewers.slice of advertiser—coveted
f
"It‘s all about the demos," said
Paratore, using industry slangin
referring to the shows largely 25—
to—54—year—old demographic.
the contract
withIn anegotiating
Cleveland station,
for ex—

wen
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Memphis to Mid—South...
by Jonathan Devin
Pride in Memphis, Tennes—
see has come a long way over
the decades, growing, changing

Pride Continues to Change and Grow

though, brings comfort and
hope.
Like most local GLBT orga—
nizations, Pride began humbly

and reinventing itself as the

and remained a fledgling, de—
pendent on the energy of a few

community too develops. At
times, Pride has been the crutch

done. Widespread community

that the community leaned on to

support was ever the elusive

keep itself afloat during times of
great repression and public anti—

dream for the future.
But wherever and however

willing souls to get all the work

gay sentiment. At other times it

the Pride Parade (and eventually

has been a banner waved

the Pride Festival) occurred, it

proudly to trumpet the successes
of the community locally and

should be noted that yearly
change was always a part of the

nationally. Now it‘s time to

process. If you think of it that

«change once again.
For those who have served on

way, it‘s not so hard to accept

the board of Memphis Pride,
Inc. in the past, it felt like a
punch in the stomach to read the
headlines that the organization

the demise of Memphis Pride,
Inc. and thebirth of its replace—
ment. But before Mid—South
Pride picksup the torch, some
steps ‘along the way to this point

decided to disband.
Questions linger as to where

cannot be forgotten.
Holy Trinity Community

and how the community will

Church under the leadership of

show its pride to the world, or

Rev.: Timothy Meadows made

indeed even to itself. It just plain

the Pride Festival possible by

hurt to know that something so

providing space in its garage

cherished and relied upon had

and parking lot at its former lo—

fallen apart when the national

cation on Madison Avenue.

struggle for marriage is reach—

Playhouse on the Square al—
lowed parade judges to view the

ing its peak.
Looking back over the his—

floats and walking groups from

tory of Memphis Pride, Inc.,

their rehearsal space above

Convention‘s timely condemna—
tion and boycott of Disney
who like many great GLBT _ proved to make that year‘s Pride
the most highly and evenly cov—
leaders found a home in San
ered event in Pride history.
Francisco, devoted his time and
News segments included inter—
sewingtalents to the creation of
a giant rainbow flag requiring — views with members of all seg—
fifty people to carry.
&
ments of the community,
including an especially power—
He had hoped to start an all
ful testimonial by Dr. Arnold
gay marching band. _
Drake of PFLAG,
Then there was —
and not just shots of
that
fateful
year
the most flamboy—
when the Festival
ant
costumes.
moved to the open
(Okay, the cos—
air, rainbow—adorned
tumes got good
Overton Park Shell.
coverage as well —
The move was
I was caught on
lauded by many who
tape wearing six
saw
the
outdoor
foot
butterfly
venue as bringing
wings that year.)
Pride out of the
Memphis Pride be—
. closet, but was con—
gan to pick up na—
demned by many
tional sponsors in addition to
others for the same reason. Pride
local bars.
has been held on Overton
The group was criticized at
~Square, downtown and at the
one point for accepting sponsor—
Mid—South Coliseum since.
ship by ID Lube, whom some
Who could forget the first ap—
considered too stigmatizing due
pearance of Memphis Area Gay
to its sexual nature.
Youth as they walked in the pa—
MGLCC dropped the bomb—
rade and celebrated winning an
shell that the Friday night river
award in the walking group cat—
boat ride had to be discontinued
egory?
Southern
Baptist due to lack of funds. A dance at
The
Palm Court.

. Chet Overstreet, a visionary

a local ballroom was arranged
instead.
And now, Memphis Pride,
Inc. is no more. With the clos—
ing of its doors, the proverbial
window has opened in the form
of Mid—South Pride, a new or—
ganization envisioning a broader
geographical scope for Pride.
The group has a loose rela—
tionship with MGLCC. We do
not know what this new group
has in store for the future of
Pride, but we do know that they
have an amazing legacy to live
up to. They will need the hope,
support and leadership of all
who are now just thinking
"What do we do now?"
They will need the willing—
ness of the community to accept
new ideas and try them out be—
fore lamenting the way things
used to be. —
o
Most of all they will need pa—
tience as they try to fill some re—
ally big shoes before a widely
uncertain audience. Mid—South
Pride, thank you for stepping up,
and good luck as you continue
to build and rebuild the wonder—
ful and ever—changing event in
which we all find our Pride.

TAKE OUT AN INSURANCE

POLICY ON

YOur

LIFE ...

PLAY
a

SAFE!

800—PRO—MALE
$1.56 iin 1h» Discreofly biftedto
Card

1-900-825-4500
$Hantit»
waxagit foo 18» Hiscreatly billed to you
C upp proc ons, reno ny customer service
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Friends
For
Life
1384 Madison Avenye * Memphis, TN 38104 « 901.272.0855
www.FriendsForLifeCorp.org

ABOUT
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by Shannon Yarbrough

Pride 2004 and

More

C

Happy Pride, everyone! This
relations were recognized throughout
month I want to tell you all about
Europe and America. And author Gra—
several books that will make per—— ham Robb‘s Strangers has the love
fect summer reading for gay pride
letters to prove it. It was published
celebration, not to mention great
earlier this year from Record Purchase
"hostess gifts" for whoever is
Publishers. —
throwing the after—(pool)—party.
Robb looks at how gays and lesbi—
And let‘s notforget Father‘s Day < ans were actually treated by society
is right around the corner. So while
in the 19th century, and it‘s not how
you are cruising the shelves for we might imagine. He examines the
these hotties, don‘t forget to pick
embracing of male nudes in art, as
up a juicy read for your daddy!
well as pioneering writings of our
June 1969. What really hap—
homosexuality by the likes of Proust
pened between the gay patrons and
and Foucault. He discusses the near
police at the small Greenwich Vil—
openly gaylifestyle of Tchaikovsky.
lage bar? We
He considers how it
know that three
was easier for two
nights of rioting at
women to live to—
the Stonewall Inn
gether and not have
changed the land—
their relationship.
scape of the gay
questioned, sodomy
community in the
laws, early gay
U.S. forever. But
rights movements,
over the years, the
and how gay male
details have be—
organizations were
come a convo—
prevalent.
luted combination
Plus, he looks at
of truth, hype, ru—
passionate love let—
mor and myth.
ters between same—
David Carter,
sex partners, as well
author of Stone—
as those from hetero—
wall, spent 10
_ sexuals who realized
~> years researching
too late that they had
__the events to bring us the behind married someone of con— _
the——scenes facts, based on both
trary preference. Also
publicand. previously» sealed
taken into account are —
records. His information recon—
the attitudes of organized
structs the riots as never before and
religion towards homo—
goes one step further... giving us
sexuality, including ex—
the background of the bar; the area;
plicitly homoerotic
and the social, political and legal
poetry and prose reli—
climate that pushed our community
gious men wrote about
to the edge.
their love for Christ.
w
Over the years, many have
And finally, he looks
claimed to have been there, but
at how there may have W
Carter offers us interviews with the
been—and still is —a
hundreds who really were there to fear that homosexuals |
flesh out the accu—
a. r e—
rate story. This
s 0 me — |
thrilling, impecca—
h o w
bly researched, and
more in
brilliantly crafted
tune with progress
book is a perfect
and what is happening
way for us to com—
in the world, making
memorate the 35th
us often intellectually
anniversary of this
superior, and there—
historical flashpoint
fore, a threat to the
in our fight for free— |
majority. I‘ll drink to
dom, equality and
that!
pride. It‘s due out |
One of the most ex—
this month from St.
traordinary reading —
Martin‘s Press, is
experiences
ever
320 pages long, and
crafted on gay life,in
includes eight pages
my opinion, is Queer
of black and white
Street, by James
© photos.
McCourt, published
Contrary to popular opinion, ho—
mosexuality was far from "in—
vented" in the 20th century. In fact,
the 19th—century was neither re—
pressed nor intolerant—same—sex

by W. W. Norton late last year. It is a
lyrical chronicle of New YorkCity
gay culture as it matured throughout
the second half of the 20th century,
leading us to where—and who—we

are today.
In the tradition of Whitman,
Capote, Crisp and Monette, cul—
tural critic McCourt gives us a
— firsthand look at our recent past
with this witty, personalized, ec—
centric and highly erotic account
of gay life from the 1950s on.
Along the way we are eyewit—
ness to a pageant of colorful per—
sonalities, including Judy
Garland, Bette Davis, Elizabeth
Taylor, Rock Hudson, Tennes—
see Williams, Mae West,
Quentin Crisp, Truman Capote,
and virtually all the major play—
ers—artists, writers, actors,
composers, dancers— who influ— —
enced the times.
f
From close encounters with
legendary divas to the differ—
ences between high and low
camp, from a 1950sgay vocabu—
lary lesson to an inspired rein—
terpretation of All About Eve,
this author delivers a learned
(and often fabulously catty) nar—
rative collage. The years after
Stonewall, cruising in ware—
houses, subways and onagiers,
the ever—changinglandscape of
Fire Island, the drags, the cock—
tail parties, the opening nights,
the clubs, the
streets,
the
songs,
and
| more.. .everything
\ comes alive in
these pages.
And where
would gay jour—
nalism (and gay
pride) be with—
out the infa—
[ m,
_o
u
s
| Michelangelo
Signorile. You —
probably know
him from his
9
many articles
published in
Out magazine. His book, Queer
in America: Sex, the Media and
the Closets ofPower, has just be
re—released in its 10" edition
with a brand new preface and a
new chapter.
In it, he analyzes the closet
and how it has become a public
institution perpetuated by the
media, entertainment industry,
politics and more. It is his con—
viction that we must all come out
and be proud and queer in
America in order to break down
the closets of power that have
been built by the religious right,
Washington and Hollywood. He
describes the negative conse—
quences staying closeted can
have on each individual.

I know what you are thinking...
quick, someone hand this guy a
cocktail.
In the new material, he gives us
an eye—opening critique on the cur—
rent state of American attitudes to—
wards gays and lesbians,
demonstrating how much has
changed for the _
LGBT community b
in just a decade—
and what hasn‘t.
Whether or not you
agree
with |
Signorile‘s views, |
you can‘t help but
be drawn in by his
strong opinions and
the impact these
topics have had on .
our lives.
My last book isa
photographic cel—
ebration by David |
Strah of gay dads
and is also titled the same. Gay fa—
therhood is more often discussed
and lived out in daily routines than
suitably celebrated. Gay Dads is
the first book that vividly portrays
in words and photos gay men and
the children they are raising across
America.
Gay Dads celebrates this new
revolution in family units, with 25
personal accounts, accompanied by
touching black—and—white photos of
gay men experiencing fatherhood
and raising children.
David and Don foundeda gay _

56mm

and lesbian owned surrogacy
agency dedicated to helping other
gay people become parents.
After finally adopting a child
in Asia, single father Ted had an—
other hurdle to jump when his son
became jealous of the attention
being given to Bernard, the new
man in his father‘s
life.
Pericles and
Mitch almost lost
their two beautiful
children to the fos—
ter system. These
are just some of the
| stories you‘ll hear
| of the struggles and
successes of gay
men... who are also
| known as dad.
And that‘s about
it for this month.
Lots of books to
«check out, lots of
parties to attend, lots of parades
to march in, and lots of reasons
to celebrate. Boyfriends, girl—
friends, moms, dads, lovers, part—
ners, spouses... we all wear many
hats, just wear them with pride!
Shannon L. Yarbrough lived in
Memphis for six years. He now
lives in St. Louis, Missouri and is
the author of the book, The Other
Side of What. Questions or com—
ments about these books or oth—
ers >— you
have ~ read?
Contact
Shannon
at

MisterYarbs@msn.com.
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Sheridan Lambe, Lesw
Specializing 1h
¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥ Depressron/Anx1ety Counseling

6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178
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any money to support Republicans.
LETTERS

Free

Classifieds

MGLCC.

I
NEEDED

GWC seeks roommate for their
4 bedroom 2.5 bath home in
Cordova. The house is 3 min from
I1—40 off Appling road. $450 in—
cludes phone and utilities. Garage
parking for your car, as well. 765—
6823
Roommate(s) Wanted Very
nice 2—story home located in a quiet
cove in the Southwind area (near
Hacks Cross and Nonconnah
Pkwy.). Big fenced backyard, in—
ground pool and hot tub for your use.
One huge bedroom is available at
$400, plus one third utilities and
cable. RoadRunner available. Look—
ing for a GWM nite—owl type of guy.
Someone that‘s up all night, like
myself (due to my job). ME: GWM,
41yo, nice looking, easy—going, great
personality, neat, clean. Need
roomie(s) commited to move in by
June. One year‘s lease. If interested,
send e—mail to Southwind
Roomie@aol.com. Check the profile .
for more info and pixs.
GWF, 49, quiet, non—smoker
seeks same to help share 2 BR
modern and clean apt.w/balcony
next to Overton Square. $250/mo.
+ ultilities. Pets OK. 901—272—3278
GWM, 47, 61", 160 ISO other
GWM, similar, for friendship. Not
into bar scene —too costly. | like
videos, cards, TV and close
friendship. If interested, call Bobby
in the Gibson/Madison County area.
(731) 855—4255. I am also seeking
a roommate to share a 3 BR house
in country (60 acres). $250 plus
1/2 utilities and $100 deposit.

Volunteers needed for graduate —
research project. People in same—
sex relationship and have children
that are in or have completed el—
ementary school to fill out anony—
mous survey. Please email
elem_ed_study@yahoo.com
WANT TO MEET

(by gay Republicans while cam—
paigning for Al Gore in the 2000
ing member of the community
presidential election, Mr. Herbers
center, I would question whether
asks how I know my attackers were
or not I made the right decision
Republicans. Well, they told me
in joining. However, I have
they were and some even claimed
known the center‘s president, Len
to be members of the Log Cabin
Piechowski for over 10 years and { Republicans.
j
know him to be a person of in—
Responding to my reference to
tegrity and candor. With his lead—
gay Republicans as "Uncle Tom"
ership the center is growing daily
Republicans, Mr. Herbers misses
to become a more valuable asset the point entirely and then deflects
to our community. However, I
the argument away from the present
cannot see the value of an execu—
anti—gay, racist politics of the Re—
tive board member who espouses
publican Party to the Southern
bigoted, prejudiced and narrow— . Democrats who opposed the civil
minded views of members of the
rights movement in the 1960s. Per—
community which he is supposed
haps Mr. Herbers is embarrassed to
to serve.
find that most of those bigots have
©
Alan Herbers
now joined the Republican Party at
Memphis
the invitation of Richard Nixon and
" P.S. I once admired Jim
the GOP‘s "Southern Strategy" of
. Maynard as a community leader, — reaching out to white conservatives
but his ranting, raving and disre— in the south. Hasn‘t that been a suc—
spect of the Memphis Log Cabin * cess!
Republicans Chapter has changed
Instead of going back to the
my admiration to contempt.
1960s to attack the Democratic
— Party, perhaps Mr. Herbers should
« pay more attention to the more re—
Maynard Responds to
cent associations of his party with
white racists. Recall that the former
LCR Response .
Republican majority leader Trent
I would like to respond to some
Lott publicly praised Strom
of the reaction to my letter in last
‘Thurmond, another Dixiecrat that
month‘s TJN responding to the Log
moved to the Republican Party, for
Cabin Republicans.
his racist presidential campaign for
First, I was not speaking for any
"states rights." Lott :even compared
belong or
Normally, as a new contribut—

may be edited.

GM looking to share 3 BR
house with big yard w/ small poolin
UofM area. You would have up—
stairs—abedroom, sitting room and
bath to yourself and share the rest.
$350 + 1/3 utilities, $200 deposit..
Call 229—5877 to see.

_/

Asian—American Female, 25
looking for friends, club hopping,
movies and enlightening conversa—
tion. Open to male, female, gay,
straight or bi, very open—minded.
Race is no issue. If this sounds like
you and you like to make new friends,
then e—mail me at goddess_kami@
hotmail.com
GWM, 49, 6‘1" would like to meet
another GWM 50—60 years of age
who would like to start a friendship
and possible lead—up to long term.
Mail me at: Lewis Lee, P.O. Box 41,
Kenton, TN 38233 or give me a call at
731—665—6644 from 6pm—10:30pm.
GWM would like to meet another
GWM from age 37 to 47. Ihave brown
hair and hazel eyes and have a hairy
chest. My weight is 250 and I like
cooking, movies , enjoy being with
someane. | like to goto the clubs. I
drink some, dine out. I smoke some—
times. Call Jimmy at (901)—604—6236.
I will be waiting.
MGM, mid—50s, attractive, 5‘4",
husky build. Enjoys good food, con—
versation, movies, theatre, going out
occasionally and enjoying good qual—
ity time together. Looking for divorced
or separated WMs who want to "come
out." Am looking to meet new friends
and possible LTR. Contact Buddy
(nickname) 870—732—2755.

organization to which I

on whose board I serve. I was
— speaking only for myself, and
hopefully, others in the community
who feel as I do about conserva—
tive gay Republicans and their be—
trayal of the gay rights movement.
Second, allow me to respond to
some of my critics. Alan Herbers
states in his letter that I was ap—
proached by the president of the
Memphis LCR to join with the
Stonewall Democrats to support
the Memphis Gay & Lesbian Com—
munity Center. I am unaware of
any such invitation. I only remem—
ber being asked to join with LCR
to have fundraisers for our groups,
and I declined to help the LCR raise

VOLUNTEERS
MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS

DVD/VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES,
PREVIEW BOOTHS AND VIDEO ARCADES

Fantasy Warehouse #1 (East)
791 N. White Station Rd. — 683—9649
(Body Jewelry)
Executive South (South) .
1847 E. Brooks Rd. » 345—0825
(Mini—Theatre)
Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North) j
2532 N. Watkins — 358—8642
OPEN 6 DAYS
Mon., Sat.
8 a.m. — 12 Midnight
w and checks accepted at
Fantasy Warehouse #1 and # 4 only

Closed Sundays and Holidays
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As to my claim of being harassed

Personal and classified ads are a free service to our readers
— Please limit them to 30 words or less. We request that ads be
submitted in writing via postal or e—mail. Ads will generally run
one time only, but may be resubmitted each month. Mail to Tri—
angle Journal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111 or e—
mail them to memphisTJN@ aol.com. Ads deemed too explicit

ROOMMATES

I never declined to help support

— Thurmond‘s campaign to the mod—

ern Republican Party, and there are
certainly many similarities. In ad—
dition to Trent Lott, other prominent
Republicans have been associated
with southern racist groups, includ—
ing former RNC Chair Haley
Barbour, now governor of Missis—
sippi.
f
é
Well, I am always amazed a
how far gay conservative Republi—
cans will go to condemn liberal
Democrats and deflect attention
away from their own party. Mr.
Herbers refers to Bill Clinton and
the
military‘s "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t
—.
Tell Policy" which he says is re—
sponsible for more expulsions than

the previous policy. First, Bill
Clinton, the most gay—supportive
president in U.S. history who did
more for gay rights than any Presi—
dent, was forced to compromise
with the conservative Republican—
dominated military. If he did not
compromise with them, conserva—
tives in congress threatened to pass
legislation writing the blanket no—
gay policy into law.
At the time, the "Don‘t Ask,
Don‘t Tell" policy seemed like a
step forward, allowing gays to
serve, though not openly. Looking
back, it was not a good compro—
mise, especially since Clinton was
mislead by the military who has not
even enforced the provisions of the
policy.
*
Gay military organizations have
documented many cases of the
military failing to follow the policy
they agreed to. So, instead of lay—
ing the blame for the military‘s
anti—gay policies on Bill Clinton,
why don‘t you blame the conser—
vative Republicans who fought
against lifting the ban and forced
Clinton‘s hand on the issue? I bet
you voted for all the Republican
candidates since Clinton who sup—
port the military‘s policy,
Such hypocrisy is common
among gay Republicans who con—
tinue to support the Republican
Party despite its anti—gay platform
and policies. While the Democratic
Party is not perfect and we have a
lot of work to do, it is far ahead of
the Republican Party in supporting
gay and lesbian civil rights. Visit
the
DNC
website
(www.democrats.org/glbt_) and see
how different the Democratic
Party‘s positions on gay issues are—~
from the anti—gay positions ofthe
Republican Party.
Mr. Herbers states that Demo—
crats "want the government to tax
my income more, provide me less
and expand the bureaucracy." Well
if you are part of the top 10 per—
cent who will get 80 percent of all
of Bush‘s tax cuts, I do want to
raise your taxes to pay for the grow—
ing federal budget deficit and the
exploding military spending pro—
moted by the GOP. It seems to me
that the GOP is the fiscally irre—
sponsible party that promotes "big
government."
I do not think it is bigotry to
point out that the votes of gay Re—
publicans helped elect the most —
anti—gay president since Ronald
Reagan, and dealt a major setback
to the gay movement. I am angry
that so many gay Republicans sup—
ported Reagan and Bush, siding
with the right—wing opponents of
gay and lesbian civil rights.
I challenge the the Log Cabin
Republicans to publicly debate the
differences in our parties and the _
presidential candidates before the
upcoming election. Our commu—
nity must be educated about those
differences and how important this
election is to the future of the gay
community and our country.
Jim Maynard
Memphis

Mid—South

The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is printed as a pubic
service, and its listings are free. Agencies and businesses
listed herein have requested to be listed, but have not been
charged. All phone numbers are area coda 901 unless other— _
wisenoted.
(* Indicates TVN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E. # 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar # 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North White Station — #683—
9649
Executive South* — 1847 E. Brooks Rd. # 345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #4* — 2532 N. Watkins — # 358—8642
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell # 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432 Summer
= 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd ® 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Allusions Entertainment Center*: 3204 N Thomas St. #523—
0599.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street # 276—5522.
Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle Place # 272—0022.
Buns on the Run*: 2150. Elzey Ave. 38104 # 278—2867
Crossroads*: 111 N. Claybrook ® 276—1882.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Lorenz/AfterShock*: 1528 Madison # 274—8272.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison # 278—9839.
Mélange: 948 South Cooper # 276—0002.
Metro Memphis*: 1349 Autumn # 274—8010.
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE (6673),
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Airways Blvd. #701 #
396—1969, 3727 South Mendenhall # 362—2989, 7716 Pop—
lar Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
Paragon Lounge*: 2865 Walnut Grove # 320—0026
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—9794.
Pumping Station*: 1382 Poplar Ave. # 272—7600..
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North, Jackson, TN # 1—
901—668—3749.
CARDS & GIFTS
Inz & Qutz*: 553 South Cooper # 728—6535.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office # 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Residential, 24—hr. ser—
vice, free estimates ® 327—6165.
&
COMMUNITY. GROUPS
Alliance: Leather/evi club « Box 42174, Memphis 38174.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: (See Friends for Life).
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis: Box 41371, Mem—
phis 38174—1371.
s
Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis 38122.
&
~BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay & Lesbian Aware—
ness); University of Memphis, c/o BGALA, 2522 Campus
Postal Station, Memphis, TN 38152—2521, e—mail:
bgala@memphis.cc.edu,
website: www.people.memphis.edu/~bgala.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41074, Memphis 38174,
web site: www. bluffcitysports.net:
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: # 465—4371 — Richard
Andrews.
#
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian Square Dance Club :
Meets Thurs., 7 pm Holy Trintiy » 685 S. Highland, Memphis
38104 # 272—2116.
Equality Tennessee: P.O. Box 330965, Nashville, TN 37203,
www.equalitytennessee.org.
4F: Leather/Levi group + 698 Pope Dr., Bartlett 38112.
First Congregational Church: Worship Service: Sun. 9:30 &
10:00 am, Wed. 6 pm + 1000 South Cooper # 278—6786.
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School, 9:30 am; Coffee &
fellowship, 10:30 am; Worship, 11 am » 166 Poplar # 525—
5619.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/AIDS Service Orga—
nization » 1384 Madison, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #
278—AIDS, www.FriendsForLifeCorp.com.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Worship Service: Sun. 9
& 11 am; Bible study: Wed. 7 pm; 685 S. Highland, Memphis
38111 # 320—9376, e—mail:office@holytrinitymemphis.org.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues., Healing Service/
‘Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner, 6:30pm; Meeting 7:30pm + c/o
Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd # 525—6602.
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Memphis Lambda Center
® 901—427—1500 for information.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship Service Sun. 10 am
& 6pm, Wed. 7 pm + 2489 Broad Ave® 452—6272
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO Box 241852, Mem—
phis, TN 38124 ® 335—MAGY
Memphis Black Same Gender Loving Alliance: #274—
0163.
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health: 1462 Poplar Ave
® 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists & Humanists (GALAH):
www.geocities.—com/memphisgalah # 327—2677.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center (MGLCC): 892
S Cooper, Memphis 38104 # 278—4297.
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Justice (MLGCJ):
111 S. Highland, Suite 305, Memphis, TN 38111 # 262—
2702, e—mail:
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, &
Transgendered Pride Events» Box 111265, Memphis 38111
@ 32—PRIDE, e—mail: MphsPride@aol.com.
Mirror Image: TV/TS support group — c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United: 41 S. Century, Memphis,
38111. www.geocities.com/mardigrasmemphis

Noble Krewe of Hathor: a social, tax—exempt charitable
organization. PO Box 820901, Memphis, TN 38182—0901,
web site: www.kreweothathor.com
Open Heart Community of Faith: North end of First Congre—
gational Church, 1000 South Cooper, Rev. John Gilmore #
323—3514.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians & Gays (P—
FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis 38187—2031 # 761—1444.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays (P—FLAG): Jackson,
TN 38305 ® 1—901—664—6614 for. information, e—mail:
burtren@aeneas.com
Pink Pistols: email: memphis@pinkpistols.org.
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progressive Christian Church
« Sun. Service 6:30 p.m., meets at the Center, 103 Berry
Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 = (615) 269—3480.
Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other Tuesday at 7 pm at
The Jungle, # 788—4PLA (4752)
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/women‘s leather org.
1568 Rolling Hills Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409
® 357—1921.
The Mid—Towners Bowling League: # 323—3111 — Linda
Etherton, 342—4630 — James Bailey.
#
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club + Box 41082, Memphis 38174—
1082.
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Assoc.: GLBA, PO
Box 3541, Univ., MS 38677 # 662—915—7049, email:
giba@olemiss.edu, website:
Iba.
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and community. Alternate Weds.
5 p.m. Info 131F Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO Box 1203, 3566
Walker, Memphis 38111 = 678—3339.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Alive Memphis! A Holistic Healing Center,
www.alivememphis.com, Individual & Couples. Therapy,
EMDR, Radiant Heart Therapy. ® 372—2991, Susan
Taranto; 372—2593, Carol Schlicksup.
Eric Cassius, L.P.C., C.H.T.; Hypnotherapy, Individual,
Group, Adolescent, Couples & Family Counseling. Sliding
scale fee available. # 685—5491 for appointment.
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1000 S. Cooper ® 844—4357.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, MAC: Experiential Healing Center,
1713 Lockett Place # 372—0710. EMDR, group, individual,
couples & family therapy.
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown location; grief, loss;
Lesbian,Gay & transgender; individuals, couples
® 527—1098.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple & family counseling,
rebirthing # 761—3435.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psychological Counse—
lor + Simmons, Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd,
Ste 316 = 369—6050.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist + Centerpoint,
5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 = 767—1066. .
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual & Couple Counseling,
® 761—9178.
:
Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW: Individual & Couples. Goal—
Oriented Gestalt & Integrative Psychotherapy, Sliding Fee
Scale, Germantown/Cordova area # 757—7706.
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: # 578—9107.
M. Todd Puckett, MS, LPC: Personal Enhancement Coach—
ing. +5050 Poplar Ave., Suite 2400 # 844—6228.
J. Kent Usry, M.Div., MAC, LCSW: Counseling Individuals,
Couples, Children, & Families. Specialties: Trauma, Addic—
tions, Grief & Sexuality. Sliding Fee Scale. # 491—8632.
Kathryn T. Vullo, PhD: Licensed Clinical Psychologist, LLC
©8590 Farminton Blvd., Ste. 3,G‘twn, 670 Colonial Rd., Ste.
1, Mphs. # 848—6666, www.inter—personalnet.com.
DENTAL SERVICES —
. William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist +79 North Cooper # 685—
5008.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, accounting, estate planning
® 753—1413.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax Service: 5100
Sanderlin Rd. # 761—2110.
&
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith Barney. Inc.,
1661 International Dr., Ste. 200 # 818—4134, 800—227—
4146, fax: 818—4233.
Sarah A. Washington: Investment Advisor = 466—3588,
website: www.lpl.com/sarah.washington, e—mail: sarah.
washington @lpl.com.
FLORISTS
Botanica: 3092 Poplar, # 458—1929.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park ® 761—2980.
‘GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
ABC/A2Z: Digital PhotographyVideography. By Appoint
ment # 377—7701. —
4
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 # 278—5002.
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/printing service—resumés,
thesis, manuscripts, etc. = 795—4308.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—1411.
RK Photo: Black & white photography, processing & printing
services. Full color post card advertising. Call # 452—2766
or e—mail: btag69a@prodigy.com.
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—3760.
Silva Piano Studio: Private piano instruction, begginner to
highly advanced #278—1384
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Affirmation: = (708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS. ©
:
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: # 1—888—340—GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—
10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—9pm).
acts
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431 (24 hr. help &
information for Lesbians, Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—347—TEEN (Thu.—
Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 278—4297 + 24—hrs.

Community Resources
LINC: # 415—2700.
Memphis Sexual Assault Resource Center: # 272—2020
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth hotline (Mon.—Fri.,
3—9pm) # 1—800—399—PEER.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # 274—7477.
Transvestite—Transexual National Hotline: ® (617) 899—
2212 (8—2am, Mon.—Sat.).
LEGAL SERVICES
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law: 1014 S. Crockett Rd.,
Senatobia, MS 38668 # (662) 562—5949, (662) 292—0823 or
(662) 292—00486..
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law: 200 Jefferson Ave. #
529—8888.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 266 So. Front St., Ste.
206 ® 527—7701.
Robert Ross, Attorney at Law: 100 N. Main, Ste 3310 #525—
0417.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law: 5118 Park , Ste 232,
® 684—1332. —
LODGING
French Quarter Suites*: 2144 Madison # 523—8912.
Hampton Inn & Suites: 962 S. Shady Grove, Group Sales—
Events Coordinator: E. Ryan Dougherty # 762—0056.
MASSAGE SERVICES
ABC A Bodywise Company Guesthouse: Relaxing thera—
peutic, full—body massage/sports massage. By appoint—
ment. ® 377—7701.
Mike Warkentin, LMT: By appt. # 218—0669. Inbalance
Fitness, 194 S. Cooper
Stephen Pair: Sports, therapeutic, relaxing, Swedish mas—
sage ® 277—1705, stephenpair@aol.com
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body massage by appoint—
ment. # 761—7977.
MEDIA
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine + Box 771948,
Memphis 38177—1948, # 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, email:
FamilyMag@aol.com,
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly newspaper published
by Printers Ink « Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 # 454—
1411, Fax: 454—1411 51*, email: memphisTJN@aol.com,
website: www.memphistrianglejournal.com.
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Antique Warehouse*: 2563 Summer # 323—0600.
Balnea Blue Hair Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—0090.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to express your sym—
pathy to family, friends, co—workers, clients. # 578—9107;
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Christian Funeral Directors: 2615 Overton Crossing
® 358—0062
.~ Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper ® 725—0521.
DJ Services: breakbeatkid69@hotmail.com.
DiversityBuilder: Free Professional Gay Referrals, Box
3614, Brentwood, TN 37024 # 615—794—5047, email:
info@diversitybuilder. com, www.diversitybuilder.com

Doingwww.memphisbusiness.com.
BusinessInMemphis:ASalesLeadsDirectory %
GirlsLunchtoGo,
Work: Incudes:
House Doctors,
Intimate Occasions,
BasketGrams&
EverydayServices®
276—
1935,
email:
griswrk@hotmail.com,
http://
www.webspawner.com/users/girlswork/index.html.
BobHughes,EdD:Yoga,relaxation&meditationclasses#
682—0855.
Bonnie‘sDoggieDayCare:885S.Cooper,
®726—1300.
LoveSongGreetingCards:
Specializingi
n
greetingcards
for loversonly«P.O.Box676,HornLake,MS38637—2165.
McPhersonApplianceClinic:Sales,service&r
epair, Heat—
ing&A/C.+1447National,#327—6887,
327—7395.
Memphis
Paranormal Investigation Team: http://
hometown.
MidtownGalleries&Auction,Inc.*:Antiques,A
rt, Painted _
&MidtownHouseCleaningService:15yr.exp.,r
Unusual Furnishings+2228Central#725—0049.
ef., onsight
eMr.Scruff‘sPetCare:Pets
st., «®274—0281 eveningsorweekends.
it ing ®725—9216. © > &
PaggiosforHairSalon:
#274—3944.
Petcompetent,caringcouple®726—6198.
Care Unlimited: Pet sit ing and/or house sit ing by &
Professional
PestManagement:#327—8400
EnricaRamey:
InsuranceMemphis#Business:377—1075,
e—mail:
EnricaRamey@aol.com.
TNTPainting:TomRowe&TrentGatewood#
503—8376or
Tomn649—3270.
WebbIns.:
Insuringi
n
theGayand—LesbianCommu—
ity, 4646Poplar#682—2170.
Vantek:
Internet Services
+ Box 11187, Memphis 38111—
0187#324—4999,
e—mail:viadmin@vantek.net.
www.TheFunStartsNow.com:
Professionalmagicians,
live
animals,
clowns,
balloon
a
r
t
i
s
t
s
,
face
painter,
DJs,
pony
rides & illusionists—fund raisers ® 358—7258—Nicholas
Toombs.
REALESTATESERVICES
Russell
Armstrong,
Developer, Looney Developments: 194
LooneyAve.®525—3044.
BrianGermantown
Clanton,®753—7222,458—3852.
The Carter Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. e2,
Joanna
Johnson, Realtor,
Clay Johnson Realty: 757—B .
West
PoplarAve.
®853—0237.
Glenn1057.Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland Realty: #377—
Darian
Porter, ,Affiliate
Broker, TheCarter278—4079.
Group: 1908
Exeter,Ste.2
Germantown#753—7222,
SteveSolomon,Broker,Sowell&Company:54S.Cooper
=278—4380.
%
RandyWilder,AffiliateBroker,Sowell&Company:54S.
Cooper®278—4380. TRAVEL 4
GreatShermanAmerican
Cruises,
Inc.: Cruise Travel Agency,
Perkins,
52N.
Second#525—5302.
TravelCustomizedbyJean
Morris: MemberInternational
Gay&LesbianTravelAssociation#465—2936.
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L1stmgsin Bold type take
place at
GLBT venues or are spemﬁcally
GLBT—related
f
Calendar Listings in Non—bold type
take place at GLBT—friendly venues or
are of interest
§
to the GLBT community:
Calendar

SUNDAY CHURCH SERVICES
* Open Heart Communityof Faith — Bible Study &
Worship Celebration — North End of First
Congregational (1000 South Coooper) — (901) $23—
3514 — Jam
* Holy Trinity Community Church — Sunday School
and Holy Worship Service & Children‘s Church —
(901) $20—9376 — office@holytrinitymemphis.org —
9:45am and 11am
* First Congregational Church — Sunday School, Café Congo,
and Worship Service — (901) 278—6786 — 9: 30am, 10am and
10:30am
* Prescott Church — Sunday School & Worship Serv1ce (901)
327—8479 — 9:30am & 10:45am
* Living Word Christian Church — Morning and
Evening Worship Services — (901) 452—6272 — 10am
and 6pm _
WEDNESDAY CHURCH SERVICES
* Taizé — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 — 6pm
* Holy Trinity Community Church — Fellowshrp Supper

and Bible Study — (901) 320—9376 —

WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
office@holytrinitymemphis.org — 6pm & 7pm
* Living Word Christian Church — Worship Service — (901)
452—6274 — 7pm
* Open Heart Community of Faith — "A Course in Miracles" —
Study Group — North End of First Congregational (1000
South Cooper) — (901) $28—3514 — 7:30pm
_.
SUNDAYS —
* Softball — Toby Fields (Central and Hollywood)
* Tea Dance — Metro — 4pm
* Brothers & Sisters Bowling League — Winchester Bow! —
(901) 722—5236 or MemphisGayBowlin@aol.com — 6pm
* Pool Tournament — Pumping Station — 6pm
* AA Meeting — Community Center — 278—4297 — 8pm

* Sissy Bingo — Crossroads — spm
* After Park Set Sundays — Paragon — 9pm
* Queer As Folk — Metro — 9pm
* Lights Out, Everything Goes — J—Wag‘s — 10pm
* Drag Show — Backstreet — 11pm

MONDAYS
« Monday Night at the Movies — Sponsored by Holy Trinity
Community Church — Bartlett Cinema 10 — 6:45pm —
Details at www.HolyTrinityMemphis.org
* Plus Support Group — Community Center — (901) 278—
4297 — 7:30pm
* Pool Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
* Dart Tournaments — One More, Pumping Station — 8pm
* Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
TUESDAYS
* The Caring Group — Relaxation and de—stressing by subtle
energy practices — Holy Trinity Community Church — (901)
—$20—9876 — 7pm
* Lesbians with Breast Cancer — Support Group — YWCA
(766 South Highland) — 7pm

* Singles Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 7:45pm
«Pool Tournament — One More — 8:30pm
* Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
_* Karaoke Night — J—Wag‘s — 11pm

JUNE 2004 COMMUNITY CALENDAR
30

—31
MEMORIAL DAY

1
« The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm
+ Lavender Universny‘Gays
and Society," MGLCC, 7—
8:30pm (5th of 8 sessions)

6
+ MGLCC Board Meeting,
_MGLCC, 6—8pm

« Feast for Friends, St.
John‘s United Methodist
Church, 6pm
« Plus Support Group,
MGLCC, 7:30pm

+ The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm
+ Lavender University, "Gays
. and Society," MGLCC, 7—
8:30pm (6th of 8 sessions)

4

2
* Frontrunners Memphis
3—mile run, Overton Park
Pavilion on E. Parkway,
6pm
* Log Cabin Republicans
Dinner Out, 7pm

+ Frontrunners Memphis
3—mile run, Overton Park
Pavilion on E. Parkway,
6pm

* Lavender University:"Queer
American Literature
Heritage," MGLCC, 8—9pm
(5th of 8 sessions)

See regular Friday events

10
+ Lavender University:"Queer
American Literature
Heritage," MGLCC, 8—9pm
(6th of 8 sessions)

11
See regular Friday events

« Mid—South Idol Semi—
Finals, Madison Flame,
Spm

+ Mid—South Idol Finals,
Madison Flame, 8pm

+ Frontrunners Memphis 5
2—mile run, The Pier
parking lot (Union and
Riverside Dr., 9 a.m.
%
+ Tennessee Leather Tribe
Club Night, The Pumping
Station, Spm—
+ Your Sister‘s Bingo Night,,
Holy Trinity, 7pm
+ Frontrunners
Memphis
1 2
2—mile run, The Pier
parking lot (Union and
Riverside Dr., 9 a.m.

Out Tonite: Welcome to the Cabaret, Emerald Theatre Co.,Theatreworks, 8 p.m.
13
* Women‘s Action Coalition,
First Congregational
Church, 6:30pm
+ Annual Mr. & Miss Gay
Black Pride Pageant,
Allusions, 11pm
+ Shawn Thomas
in Concert with guest20
DaleWorley, HolyTrinity, 6
pm.
+ Black Pride Picnic, Tee Toe
Tam Ranch, Jam—Ipm

«Friends for Life Coffee
House, 6—8pm. Call 272—
0855 for location
j
+ Plus Support Group,
MGLCC, 7:30pm

21
+ Feast for Friends, St.
John‘s United Methodist
Church, 6pm
+ Plus Support Group,
MGLCC, 7:30pm

JUNE TJNDEADLINE 1 5
* Integrity, Calvary Episcopal
Church, 6:30pm
* The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm
» Lavender University, "Gays
and Society," MGLCC, 7—
8:30pm (7th of 8 sessions)

27
Church (See ad on p. 9 or
article on p. 1 for details)
* Stonewall Democrats, After
Stonewali (movie), MGLCC
6 p.m.
* Women‘s Action Coalition, First
Congo, 6:30pm
+ FFL‘s Sizzlin‘ Summer Auction
Party, 3 pm, Memphis Botanic

Frontrunners Memphis
3—mile run, Overton Park
Pavilion on E. Parkway,
6pm
» Bowling, Winchester
Lanes, 6:30pm

17
+ Lavender University:"Queer
American Literature
Heritage," MGLCC, 8—9pm
(7th of 8 sessions) _

+ Frontrunners Memphis
3—mile run, Overton Park
Pavilion on E. Parkway,
6pm
+ Bowling, Winchester

18
See regular Friday events

25
See regular Friday events
* Lavender University:"Queer
American Literature
Heritage," MGLCC, 8—9pm
(8th of 8 sessions)

Lanes, 6:30pm
28
+ Friends for Life Coffee
House, 6—8pm. Call 272—
0855 for location
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« The Caring

7pm

Group HTCC,

30
» Frontrunners Memphis
3—mile run, Overton Park
Pavilion on E. Parkway,
6pm
+ Bowling, Winchester
Lanes, 6:30pm

+ Frontrunners Memphis
2—mile run, The Pier
1 9
parking lot, 9 a.m.
+ Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Coalition for Justice, MGLCC,
2pm
* Tsarus Club Night,
The Pumping Station, Spm

Black Pride Events, Allusions and The Paragon, Various Times

22
* The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm
+ Lavender University, "Gays
and Society," MGLCC, 7—
8:30pm (8th of 8 sessions)

Black Pride Events, Allusions
and Paragon, Evening
* Mid—South Pride Picnic,
Neshoba Unitarian

16

JUNE TJINDUE OUT © 2
See regular Friday events

26
+ Frontrunners
Memphis 2—mile run, The
Pier parking lot (Union and
Riverside Dr., 9 a.m.
+ Mid—South Pride Parade,
Reception, 4 p.m. (see ad
on page 9 for details)

+ Frontrunners Memphis
2—mile run, The Pier
parking lot (Union and
Riverside Dr., 9 a.m.

*
*
*
*

WEDNESDAYS
Frontrunners 3—mile run, Overton Park Pavilion, 6pm
Dart Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
Partners Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 8pm
Lights Out = Come Party in the Dark — Metro

Bill Johns

Larry Timmerman

Antique Parebouse #¥lall
2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112

‘THURSDAYS
* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares — Holy
Trinity Community Church —
(901) 488—2427 — 7:30pm
* Dart Tournament — J—Wag‘s —
8pm
* Karaoke — Paragon — 9pm
* Karaoke Night — Allusions
Entertainment Center — 9:30—
11:30pm
* Star Karaoke — Crossroads —
_ 1JOpm _
* Amateur Show — Metro —

. AUNTIOMEM@AOL.COM

% %0

* Seriously Sober — Holy Trinity Community Church — (901) 320—98376

mies.

C. Dabbles

4th Street

1. Backstreet

f

2. Bogie‘s Delicatessen

2nd Street

3. Crossroads
a
4 ‘J—Wag &
5:

D. Friends for Life
E. Inz & Outz
£. MOPCC
(.a
G. Playhouse on the Square |#****

Yom
P

Clubs and Restaurants

‘ ngares
.
Aloysius Home
B. Circuit Playhouse

6.
7.
8.
9.

¢

Lorenz
Madison Flame _
Mélange*
:
Metro Memphis
One More

10. P & H Cafe*
|11. Paragon Lounge
12. Pumping Station

‘any

Ay aougéﬁs

Interstate 2

Bellevue

&: #

& 9pm
* MGLCC Coffeehouse Nights — Community Center — (901) 278—4297 —

:

l

:

* First Congo Films — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 — 7pm

YMCA (Walker Ave. near U

of M),
6—9pm

amelie

Cotton Pickin‘ Squares

THE REV. TIMOTHY MEADOWS, M.DIV., PASTOR

Front

gianesifs. aild
f Ier “mt 8

Study
7:00PM
Thursday Evenings

HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH

* Gay Basketball, Mason

We Buy and Sell Estates

Wednesday Night

Website Address: www.holytrinitymemphis.org
Email Addresses:
Church Office: office@holytrinitymemphis.org
Pastor; Minister@holytrinitymemphis.org

FRIDAYS

Members ofAmerican Cut Glass Association

Worship Service
11:00AM

© 685 S. Highland
Memphis, TN 38111
Phone: 901—320—9376

H:sopm

(901)323—0600

fug

Welcome

13. The Jungle

* Gay Supportive
—

"0
m
pomwestls.

* Karaoke — One More — 8pm
* Pool Tournament — Crossroads — 8pm
* Ladies Night — Allusions Entertainment Center —
10pm
* Late Nite Beer Bust — Pumping Station — 10pm
* Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight
* Drag Show — Crossroads — Midnight
* Drag Show — J—Wag‘s — 3am
SATURDAYS
* Frontrunners 2—mile run, The Pier parking lot
(Union and Riverside), Jam
:
* Protest for Marriage & Equality, 12:00 — 2:00
pm, Corner of Union & McLean
(Protest held in conjuction with the MGLCC)
* Live and Let Live on Cooper St. — MGLCC — 278—
4297 — 7 pm
* Pool Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 9pm
* Drag Shows — Crossroads — Midnight, — Allusions
Entertainment Center — 10:30pm & 12:15pm
.._Send calendar information to
one of the following:

|.

E—mail:

Cleveland St.
Q

$
&
2
$

McNeil

j

N.Willett

~
{
&
>
&

TJNcalendar@yahoo.com

Watkins

Regular Mail:
P.O. Box 11485
22
s
3

Memphis, TN 38111
Fax: (901) 454—1411

E
3
<

N. Avalon
Belvedere

Stephen Pair
McLean Blvd.

Massage Therapist

9
ig
>
<
®

By Appointment Only

—

5
5
€
p
<
ual |

Licensed
9
2
$.
>
5
®

Sports
Coope

Therapeutic

Map Not to Scale
Not All Streets Shown

‘ony sawuumung

East Parkway

‘15 peosg

[» ®

Relaxing
Swedish
901—277—1705

Marne St.

STEPHENPAIR@AOL.COM
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AND

NOW A WORD

YOUR

FROM

TEETH...

Providing you
soothing,

with

comfortable

treatment is

our

business. Best of all ...
we do

it with

a

soft,

Painful teeth,

swollen gums,
unsightly stains and bad breath
These are messages from your teeth
._ which say, "We need help!"

gentle touch..

We are a young and growing dental
practice which prides itself on
fairness and open—mindedness.
our Office Nov, Offers...

in!
Make your teeth feel good again!
Call for an appointment today..We\ll listen.

«
invisalign
Straight Teeth.No Braces."

WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D. S
General Dentistry

(901)685 soos — @
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RP §
79 North Cooper St. (Between Madison and Poplar) + Memphis, TN 38104. 2815

